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I'd like to write about lovely things
- Glenda Barrett
like the shapes of different roses in a flower garden,
names of butterflies as they flit from flower to flower,
scents of my favorite lilac bush or wild honeysuckle
in summer. Maybe, the way the sunshine highlights
the red geranium in full bloom or how the morning
sun melts the fog hovering above Lake Chatuge. Yet,
I am driven on to deeper issues with a desire to get
to the core of the matter, to tell my truth even if it hurts.
Thoreau quoted, Truth like roses has thorns. I have
a need to delve into humanity, to write about pain,
struggles and unfulfilled dreams. I really need to know
how to go on living with splintered heart.

Prepare for the Inevitable
- James Knoll
I went to a small-town high school. To the basketball games Tuesday and Friday nights to watch
a certain cheerleader and prepare for the inevitable. Bobby Dick would make all state, drop out
of MU to wed Mary Snow, become an engineer on the Kansas City Southern Railroad and, years
later, divorce and be seen at the Idle Hour, looking over at the cheerleader and me with a crooked
smile of friendship. I would write a poem about the cheerleader's unapologetic way of being
herself ̶ a beauty who doesn’t accept awards for it. After college, I followed her to Chicago
where we set off on a life of joy, babies and hardship ̶ returning, eventually, to the curious place
that was home; she teaching gifted, me singing in the choir. Both of us the same even though we
had become someone else.

Islands
- RLM Cooper
Rain poured down in silvery sheets, flushing through the gullies and streets like small,
furious rivers carrying away twigs, leaves, and bits of paper tossed carelessly aside. Birds
silently hunkered down amid dripping foliage and even the traffic had come to a caterpillar crawl
on the street in front of the house. Not that there was ever that much traffic in this old residential
area of town in the first place. The streets here were narrow, canopied by giant, ancient oaks and
lined on each side by homes whose green lawns were carefully manicured and neatly fenced
along the sidewalks. One brave soul in a bright yellow, hooded raincoat ran out onto the lawn
two doors down to retrieve their plastic-wrapped newspaper and then, just as quickly,
disappeared inside again.
An appropriate day, Helen thought, for Aunt Roberta to be laid out downstairs dressed in
her finest lace-trimmed mauve crepe, her pink-polished index finger wrapped twice around with
a rosary of jet and pointing toward those thin, straight-line lips that never knew a smile. Or, if
they did, they had long since forgotten. Not even the mortician had been able to coax an upturn
from them without her visage taking on the eerie tenor of a horror scene. No. Best to leave her as
in life, Helen decided. She had rarely seen her any other way.
She would be relieved when this day was over. She had suggested the viewing take place
between ten and eleven-thirty this morning here in the house rather than at the funeral home,
certain there would be few mourners paying their respects, and she would far rather wait to
receive them here than in the sterile, impersonal funeral parlor.
Still, she felt unready. Her feelings for her aunt had always lain somewhere on that lovehate continuum between grudging tolerance and outright hatred. She was twenty-four years old,
and her life had been one of school, as required by law, and sequestration along with her
reclusive Aunt Roberta. There had been no parties and no sleepovers. No ball games. No prom.
No dates. Helen had watched other girls live open and happy lives from afar while she was kept
close by her smothering aunt. She had no doubt that her aunt had loved her. There had been
travel to interesting places, always in her aunt's company, of course. And Helen had seen her at
unexpected times watching her with a rare softness. Still, there was an emptiness about the
woman. A dark space nothing could ever fill, and a hardness born of something that had been
layered with the impenetrable armor of frosty demeanor over the years.
It was when Helen entered high school, her own teen-aged hormones making themselves
known through slammed doors and I-hate-yous, closely followed by the silent treatment, that the
slider on that continuum moved as close at it would come to actual hatred. Of late, however, it
had trembled slightly and moved closer to grudging tolerance. It was given a push in that
direction when, on Aunt Roberta's death, Helen had dutifully gone through her things and found,
in a box stowed on the top of the ancient chifforobe, the woman's will, up-to-date and valid,
along with a box of mementos she had kept for whatever reason. The will stated quite clearly that
everything she owned was to go to Helen. At least now she had the assurance that she would not
be impoverished. That was reason enough to hate the woman just a little less.
Sitting on the side of the bed this darkly overcast morning, awaiting the advertised time
for the "viewing," she held the document on her lap, carefully looking it over yet again. Aunt
Roberta had never mentioned anything about it so its contents had been a complete surprise. She
was to receive the house and all its contents, which had long been paid for and was free and clear
of any and all encumbrances. Additionally, she was to receive a four-acre parcel of undeveloped

land near a shopping area on the north side of town, also owned by her aunt free and clear. That,
alone, would be worth a pretty penny. Further, she was the sole beneficiary of her aunt's other
funds and assets, in their entirety, held through the Fortress Bank and managed by one Shawn
McCulloch, Vice President. Helen had no idea how little or how much those funds and assets
might be. She supposed she would learn of it in good time.
The bequeathing part of the will finished within the space of a single page and a half,
Helen turned to the one extra page, a codicil stapled on after the fact, that spelled out a final, odd
request. Aunt Roberta's one entreaty of Helen was that she be buried with a greeting card that
would be found in the same box that had housed the will. On first reading, this had caused
Helen's brows to knit in a bit of perplexity, and she had dug around past a patch of soft, roseprinted, sheer cotton fabric, some tatting interwoven with a pink velvet length of ribbon, safety
pins, buttons, and a small, empty perfume bottle that still held a trace of scent, until she finally
found the card, wrapped in yet another length of the soft, pink fabric and lying at the bottom of
the box.
She had carefully retrieved it from the box and removed the cloth. It looked to be an
ordinary greeting card with the simple message, "Thinking of You," in raised silver letters above
a bouquet of pink roses. Upon opening it, a pressed, brown-edged flower had fallen onto Helen's
lap. She remembered picking it up and turning it slowly around by its stem then deciding it had
probably been white the day it had been pressed. She had placed it back inside the card and
wondered at the small, solitary signature on the otherwise blank space: Always, Connie.
Who was Connie? To Helen's knowledge, Aunt Roberta had never had any friends. No
one had ever visited except Mr. McCulloch, the banker, and he had only come to discuss
financial matters to which Helen had never been privy nor, truth to tell, had even the slightest
interest. Could Connie have been a girlfriend? Or even something more? Helen sighed. She had
no way of knowing. Her aunt had shared very little of herself and had never spoken of her past.
But there had been the usual, impersonal greetings by the church members as the two of them
had entered and exited before and after Mass on Sundays, the one day outside of school Helen
had any real human contact other than that of her aunt. Could Connie have been one of those
women?
Helen had always looked forward to Sundays. On those days she got out into the world,
however constricted, and basked in the smiles and greetings of other human beings rather than
the stiff-lipped countenance of her aunt. If Connie had been one of those women, she would
probably never learn of it now, and so she had lain the card on the vanity in preparation for
fulfilling her aunt's final wish. After that she felt she would, at last, be free. She folded the will
now and tucked it back into its white cardboard envelope and placed it beside the greeting card.
Many times Helen had wondered at herself for not leaving when she came of age. She
could have done. But she was unprepared for a world that had been mostly foreign to her,
ensconced as she had been since, on her parent's untimely deaths when she was only five, she
had been taken in to live with Aunt Roberta who had swooped in like a protective mother hen.
Then, when she finally did come of age, her aunt had been failing in health and growing more
and more frail. While Helen had harbored an ever-building resentment of her for the stifling life
she had been forced to live, she could not bring herself to abandon the woman who would then
have had no one at all.
The rain stopped as suddenly as it had begun, and the clock in her aunt's room was in the
middle of chiming out tinny-sounding gongs. It was time. She stood and smoothed her dress and
glanced at the greeting card. She decided she would not put it into the casket until after the

mourners, if any, had gone and the gentleman from the funeral home had come to take it away
for burial. She wanted no questions for which she, embarrassed, had no answers. She breathed
deeply, and went downstairs to await whoever might come to pay their last respects.
In the parlor, she took a straight-backed chair across the room from the open casket that
held her aunt, and waited. The old mahogany clock on the mantel ticked. And ticked. Each tick
seemed louder than the last until Helen could take it no longer and rose to stop the hands
altogether when a knock, at last, sounded on the door.
It was the Fortress Bank's V.P., Shawn McCulloch come to pay his respects and ask if
there was anything he could do for Helen. They set a date to go over all that she had inherited
and, on glancing kindly into the casket, he allowed as how Aunt Roberta appeared at peace and
that the mortician had done a fine job. Then he quietly took his leave.
Later, two of the ladies from the church called, hugged Helen, and dutifully declared over
Aunt Roberta's appearance. Words of condolence were thrown out like so many ordinary
vegetables cut up and carelessly tossed into a pot for soup. Helen went through the motions, at
last bidding the ladies goodbye at the door where the two of them nearly ran bodily into an old
gentleman on the steps nervously fingering a soft woolen, Scottish flat cap in his dark hands.
"Well, I never!" The first of the ladies screwed up her face, looked away, and moved
around him.
"Of all the nerve!" The second lady hastily followed the first.
"Excuse me, Ma'am. Ma'am." He spoke kindly and nodded to each lady in turn as they
recoiled from him and hurried down the steps on their way to their car parked at the curb. Helen,
still holding the door, looked him over curiously.
"May I help you?" she asked.
He nodded. "I've come to pay my respects to Miss Bobbie."
His dark eyes were tired and rheumy, but he stood tall on his thin frame with a rather
proud demeanor. Helen was taken slightly aback. She had never heard her aunt called Bobbie by
anyone, though she had seen the name written on the back of an old photograph of a child in one
of Aunt Roberta's albums. She looked at this man curiously, wondering why the church ladies
had acted so rudely to avoid him, then looked beyond him to see the ladies slamming the car
doors just as it began to pour down rain once again.
"You had better come inside," Helen told him. "Please, or you will be soaked!" She held
the door for him, taking his elbow as he entered. The ladies in their car stared back at them as she
closed the door, firmly shutting off, with a latch-click, both them and their judgmental curiosity.
She turned on the foyer lamp to chase away the gloom caused by the sudden heavy downpour,
then turned her attention to the visitor.
"Aunt Roberta is in the parlor," she said almost apologetically. "I decided it would be
easier for me this way, and more personal than the funeral home, Mister...?"
"Mayes." He answered. "LaConner Mayes."
She led him into the parlor then backed away and watched as he made his way slowly
across the worn Kashan to the open casket on the linen-draped portable bier supplied by the
funeral home. He stood quietly for a long moment, nervously fingering his cap around and
around, and then made to touch her aunt's arm, but pulled his hand back again at the last moment
as though he had not the right. He whispered something Helen could not hear and, after a long
while, he brushed aside a tear, cleared his throat, and turned away from the open casket.
He walked back to Helen and into the entryway to take his leave. "Thank you," he said.
"Mr. Mayes, you cannot go outside in this weather. It's dreadful out there. Come into the

kitchen and have a cup of tea until the rain lets up." Helen's hand at his back, she ferried him
away from the door, and he made no effort to resist.
In the kitchen she sat him down at the table and busied herself with the teacups and
kettle, watching him all the while from the corner of her eye. He appeared quite old to Helen, but
it was hard to tell. A wizened man, he had a small scar on his cheek beneath his left eye that in
someone younger might have appeared dangerous. Strangely, she felt at ease with him.
"I think I've never seen rain like this but a few times in my life." She laughed. "Aunt
Roberta always called it a gully-washer." She handed him the steaming cup of hot tea.
He smiled and hung his cap over the back of the chair to his right. When he said nothing,
Helen spoke again.
"Do you know those ladies from the church?"
"No. Not really." He shook his head and looked at Helen, a hint of embarrassment in his
eyes.
"They seemed to know you." She tried again.
"They think they do," he answered, his voice soft.
"How did you know my Aunt Roberta?"
"Oh, we met...," he said as he stared down into the teacup, "we met at school. A long time
ago, now."
Helen said nothing and waited for him to elaborate. At last, he obliged rather quietly. "I
was on the football team, and my grades were not so good. So, Bobbie was assigned by the
teachers and coaches to tutor me. She was really good at math and English and helped me get my
grades up so I could continue to play."
"She probably wasn't much fun to work with, was she?" There was a note of sarcasm in
Helen's voice.
He smiled. "Oh yes. She was, then."
"Hard for me to believe," Helen said matter-of-factly.
"Why do you say that, if you don't mind me asking?"
"Because I rarely saw her smile. And she made my life a living hell." Helen immediately
regretted this last and said, quickly, "At least, it seemed like it to me."
Mr. Mayes looked at Helen rather sadly. "I think maybe you never really knew her."
Helen fidgeted with her teacup and said nothing. She had invited this stranger into her
home, and here he was telling her she never knew the woman who had practically kept her
prisoner for nineteen years of her life. She wasn't sure whether to laugh or ask him to leave. She
did neither. Instead, she said, "A few years ago, I was passing by her room one afternoon, and I
saw her through the crack in the door. She was staring down at a photo of herself when she was
young. It was lying on her vanity. She looked at it for a long time. She seemed sad. I've never
forgotten that. I don’t know why I'm remembering it now. And I can't imagine why I'm telling
you."
Helen could hardly believe she was sharing memories with some stranger with a worn
woolen cap and threadbare jacket hanging loose on his spare frame sitting at her kitchen table.
The thought crossed her mind of strangers on an airplane freely sharing intimate details of
themselves because they would never see each other again, and so it didn't really matter. Nothing
was lost. No one was hurt. Perhaps it wouldn't matter now, either.
Mr. Mayes nodded. "When I first met her, Bobbie was a very bright and happy girl. She
was sweet as candy."
"Somehow, that's just rather hard for me to believe." She had to make an effort to keep

from rolling her eyes.
Helen actually wanted to believe it. Even more, she had the feeling this man knew much
more about her aunt than he was telling, and certainly more than she, herself knew. She found
herself wanting very much to know what it was, yet she was reluctant to come right out and ask.
So, she said nothing and waited to hear what he would say next.
"But it's true," he said. "Her hair was dark red back, then and she was so full of life. She
was the prettiest thing I'd ever seen. A face full of freckles ̶ " He stopped suddenly and looked
seriously at Helen. He seemed to be considering whether or not to continue.
"Please tell me more." She put her head to one side and waited.
He sighed and then almost whispered, "I think I loved her from the minute I first saw
her."
Helen's jaw dropped. She quickly closed her mouth and raised her brows in an expression
that begged him to continue.
"And," he continued almost cautiously, "as crazy as it seems, she loved me, too."
Helen let out a breath and leaned back in her chair. She had not expected this and found it
all a bit much to process. "Let me get you some more tea!" She jumped up and busied herself
with the teapot and then pushed a fresh cup across the table to him. She poured a cup for herself
and sat back down across from this unusual man. Then she ventured the questions she had no
right to ask but the answers to which she was suddenly burning to know.
"You and my Aunt Bobbie were in love?" She appeared suddenly much like a schoolgirl
herself, discovering things both forbidden and wonderful ̶ hidden and yet deliciously discovered
in secret.
He laughed softly for the first time then. "Do you know that's the first time you have
called her Bobbie?"
Helen laughed, too. "It is, isn't it?"
"Yes, Miss Helen. As strange as it may seem, we were very much in love. I know young
people have a hard time imagining their parents or grandparents were ever young and in love, but
I can assure you, they were. Bobbie and I met for our tutoring sessions on Tuesdays and
Thursdays and somewhere along the way, it just happened. We knew it was forbidden, but it
happened just the same. Love don't know what's allowed and what isn't. I don't know what she
saw in me, but I thought she was an angel from heaven. And then, like many young people, we
made a serious mistake."
"Let me guess."
"No need to guess. Bobbie got pregnant. Because of that, we couldn't keep our
relationship secret. And when her daddy found out, he threatened to kill me. Back then, it was
just unheard of for a black boy and a white girl to marry, or even to date, and her daddy was
having none of it, for sure. So, he threatened me."
"What happened then?"
"Well, I wasn't about to leave Bobbie, and when old Mr. Bledsoe saw that his threats
weren't producing the results he wanted and had obviously expected, he did the most diabolical
thing ever."
Helen couldn't imagine what her grandfather had done. She asked rather breathlessly,
"What did he do?"
"He threatened her. He told me if I came around again or ever saw her again, he would
kill her, not me. And to demonstrate he meant business, he hit her hard across the face and sent
her over the porch railing. She fell on the sharp concrete steps of the old farmhouse where she

was living long before she got this house here in town." He looked around the room and then
back again at Helen. "She hit her head and her stomach on the edge of the steps. Her feet and
legs landed in the rose bush in the bed just beside the steps. The thorns cut her legs, bad, and I
remember seeing the blood."
"What did you do?"
"I ran. I ran, and I cried. Maybe I shouldn't have, but I believed him. He was a mean man,
your granddaddy. And I didn't want Bobbie to be hurt ever again."
Mr. Mayes was quiet for a minute or two. Then he said, quietly, "She lost the baby. It was
a girl. My cousin worked at the hospital back then, and she kept me filled in on Bobbie's
condition."
"Oh! That's so horrible!" Helen could feel that slider edging past grudging tolerance
toward the understanding end of the love-hate continuum.
"I never even went to the hospital to visit her. I didn't want to give her daddy any more
reason to hurt her."
"So what did you do?"
"It was the last week in May, real close to graduation, so when I graduated, I went
straight down to the recruiting office and joined the army. They sent me to boot camp and then
over to Viet Nam. I decided that was the only way I was going to be able to stay away from
Bobbie and keep her safe."
Helen couldn't help herself. She reached across the table for his hand. She noticed, for the
first time that he wore a wedding band, and she asked about it.
"I re-upped when my first stint with the army was over so it was years before I came back
home. In all that time, life happened. It does, you know. Whether we plan for it or not. I met a
woman, and we married and had three children. And that's been my life. But in all that time, I
never forgot Bobbie. I never stopped loving her. I used to wonder if she knew that and if she was
okay. My cousin wrote to me and told me she left the old farmhouse when her daddy died and
bought a place here in town. I guess this house is the place."
"Yes. It is," Helen told him.
"Then I heard that her brother, your daddy, died unexpectedly and that she had taken you
to raise."
Helen nodded but remained quiet.
"My cousin told me that she never married so I guessed she just poured all her love into
you."
"If she loved me," Helen ventured, "why did she keep me prisoner my whole life?"
He thought quietly for a minute and then said, "Maybe, it was because she didn't want to
lose you, too. She had lost everything else. I think maybe she was scared to death. She lost her
brother. She lost me. She lost our little girl. And she had no one else. Just you. So, she clung to
you for dear life. You were all she had left." He took a sip of his fast-cooling tea and continued,
"Have you ever read the poem 'No Man is an Island' by John Donne, Miss Helen?"
"Yes. In school, a few years ago."
"It's not true, you know. We are all islands entire unto ourselves. No one can ever know
what we feel. What we have lost. Our pain. And we take these things with us to the grave where
we must also go alone." He stopped then. His eyes were brimming, and Helen offered a napkin
and turned aside to spare him embarrassment.
They were both startled when a loud knock sounded on the front door. Helen looked at
the kitchen clock. "Oh my! It's nearly noon. That will be the undertaker. He's come for the

casket, and I'm not ready. There's something I need to put in it. A card ̶ " Helen stopped
suddenly and looked curiously at Mr. Mayes, but he said nothing. She continued slowly, "...it's a
greeting card from someone named Conn ̶ ." She stopped.
He smiled.
"You told me your name is LaConnor? Connor?...Connie? Are you Connie?"
He nodded. "I sent her the card when she was in the hospital. I didn't dare go myself."
"Oh, Mr. Mayes! Her last wish was to be buried with that card." At this, Helen teared up
and began to cry.
He put his arm around her shoulders. "It's all right. Never mind. I'll answer the door."
She brushed aside her tears and went upstairs to fetch the card while Mr. Mayes bid the
undertaker come inside, explaining that Miss Helen would be down directly.
Downstairs once again, she handed the card to LaConner ̶ Connie Mayes ̶ and he took
it and rubbed it delicately with his thumbs. Then he opened it and found the pressed, discolored
flower inside.
"I sent her carnations, too," he said. "This must be one of them. I couldn't afford roses."
"Do you want to keep it?" she asked.
"No. I gave it to her. Bobbie wanted it with her. She should have it."
He closed the flower in the card once more, and side-by-side they stood by the open
casket and placed it beneath the rosary. The undertaker closed the lid, and his assistants whisked
the casket out the door along with the rapidly dismantled bier and its linen covering. They took
their leave abruptly and were gone, leaving the parlor feeling strangely empty.
"What will you do now?" Helen asked. "Go home to your wife?"
"Oh, no. My wife passed away some years ago. I only have my daughter, Lena, living
nearby now."
"Lena? Your daughter's name is Lena?" Helen seemed puzzled. Then she told him, "Aunt
Bobbie used to sometimes call me Lena. I never really knew why."
Mr. Mayes smiled knowingly, and Helen sensed a revelation in the offing.
"Stay here," she said. "I have something to show you."
She ran back up the stairs and returned with the open box of her aunt's mementos. She
handed it to him, and he looked in.
"Do the tatting and pink ribbon have any meaning for you?" she asked.
"Yes. Baby shoes. It was to be baby shoes...."
"For Lena...." Helen finished for him.
He nodded and handed the box back to Helen. "What will you do now, Miss Helen? Now
that you're free?"
For once in her life, Helen had no answer. "I don't really know."
"Go," he said. "Go and live your life and find your love. You are young and have a lot of
life left. Use it and be happy." He leaned over and kissed her on the cheek, and was out the door
before she could reply. There were so many other questions she wanted to ask. So much more to
learn. What other secrets could he tell her? She would probably never know.
She watched as he walked slowly down the street, a solitary dark figure not quite as
straight as when he had come, an island unto himself. His gait was tired and slightly gimpy. He
turned his collar up against the chill and damp and thrust his hands into his pockets. The sky was
still dark overcast, and the street lamps came on as he turned the corner and walked out of sight.
The rain had subsided to a mere drizzle, but the tiny rivers by the curbs still rushed along,

pushing small debris to the sewer grates where the pieces tumbled over each other as they fell
through.

Closing the Gap
- Lois Greene Stone
“... healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter...” The Merchant
of Venice
Gender. Protests. Discrimination. Power games putting others down to elevate oneself.
These are not new to 2019. Sadly.
A groom from the east in 1956, my husband, a fourth-year medical student at a university
in the south, waited for me to see racial differences firsthand rather than prepare me. Fresh from
Teacher’s College, Columbia University, with a master’s degree when the undergrad was still
men-only, I hadn’t known that the southern high school where I was to work was racially
segregated. My blonde page-boy style hair slid over my face as I boarded a city bus and headed
to the rear. The driver stopped; a few people sitting in that section rose. Why? The driver was
annoyed with my action and told me I had to find a seat towards the front. I moved, heard ‘tsk
tsk’ as if I were a child being scolded, and saw the passengers in the back return to the seated
position. “Coloreds are in the back, lady.” Only then did I notice skin color. I was more angry
than embarrassed.
What I’d immediately liked about the south on that first visit: people on the street seemed
friendly. I soon realized ‘friendly’ was only if Caucasian to Caucasian. I began to notice more
that was the antithesis of my northern lifestyle.
Meeting my mate for his quick dinner break at the hospital’s cafeteria as he was to work
all night, I saw the bathroom and water fountain line up: White Women Only, Colored Women
Only. The men’s facilities were the same. I thought the public transportation was offensive, but
this was absurd and such a financial drain as well. I lived as an undergrad in a New England
university among co-eds not among racial profiles! My friends were people first and their
religious beliefs and skin tones merely part of their feelings or outward signs, much as my bluegreen eyes were part of my face and the way I worshiped similar but outwardly different.
I’d learned about the Civil War in elementary school and assumed separating humans by
color was also a thing of the past. Growing up during World War II with blood transfusions
already available in the field, I now wondered if blood was sorted by race. Would a wounded
soldier prefer to die on the battlefield rather than have blood that matched his type but came from
someone with a skin tone not as pale?
The following year, it was deemed that de-segregation would take twelve years in the
schools as it would be one grade per time, beginning with kindergarten. Protesters planted a
bomb at a Jewish Community Center, assuming people of that faith initiated the law that was to
take place. We were able to return to the east where my husband completed the years leading to
his specialty and then the mandatory armed service requirement.
Movie codes in that time would not show people in the same bed, and endings had to
have evil punished. While these were the “Happy Days,” McCarthy had reared his head and
punished those who seemed to accept a different political philosophy. He especially attacked the
film industry and stage actors. I’d taken three summer classes in Madison, Wisconsin, 1954, and
when visiting the capitol, the guard told me to not sign the ‘guest book’ by the entrance as that
signature in even a benign book could eventually bring trouble.
Fast-forward to 2019. Postings on the Internet by giggling adolescents might come back

and affect a job application. This is a worldwide visual ‘guest book’. Gender is such an issue that
“Under a New York City law, people who don’t identify as male or female can now list their
gender as ‘x’ on birth certificates.” (The Wall St. Journal, 1-2-2019). How does one a newborn
with specific genital organs and not able to read or write put down sexual preference on a legal
document!
We sort others still. Now we’ve public bathrooms for Men, Women, Transgenders;
happily, the water fountains are universal. We accept potential students in highly ranked colleges
often by the state they live in: if the school has no one from Montana, absolutely take that person
and don’t look at SAT scores. Distribution seems to mean diversity.
We’re human! “If you prick us, do we not bleed?” (The Merchant of Venice) Our
individually is what also enables us to have complex technology, music, literature and a person
walking on the moon. Because we’re not cloned, we think, create, develop ideas into realities
from an individual source. If you prick any of us, we’ll bleed red blood type A, or O, or the other
categories. We yearn, dream, hope, want to touch another person, want to make our personal
existence count, prefer life, are upset but mask our inability to comprehend that we’ll eventually
die.
Perhaps we’ll celebrate what we humans have in common. That would be a lovely gift for
this year.

Ephemera
- Bill Diamond
Everything is ephemeral
Ventures, possessions, homes
Relationships, memories, flesh
Nothing survives the guillotine temporal.
The end comes by an imperceptible dissolve
Or with a bright flash and a bang
Now and then, an intentional demise
Into dust and mist, it will all devolve.
Occasionally, a wrenching shock
Sometimes, a prayer answered
Unavoidable when Nature insists
Only fools expect to best the clock.
Certain people and things are missed
Others joyfully celebrated
But, even the most cherished
Can’t escape Time’s blacklist.

Light
- Chella Coutington
Sight dims after twenty years
sewing cotton under fluorescence.
In fingerless gloves, she threads the eye,
prays for easy passage.
Glint from the silver thimble reminds
her of glow worms in a Texas summer.
Specks of light on pinewood,
brown iris rimmed in white.
She longs to be above the factory glare
where sunlight rolls through mist.
Rising from her bone, warmth spreads
like manna’s sweet, clear juice.
Tamarisk petals fall, barely touch her body,
blinking like fireflies.

The Prodigal Father
- Ian C. Dawkins Moore
The rain was heavy and continuous. Lake Merritt was filling up with sheets of wetness
but the air was fresh and cool.
“So what did you do then?” asked Junior.
“I went to ma granny’s.” said Walter.
“Can you remember leaving your dead mother?”
“I don’t remember nothing!”
The discordant splatter of the drumming rain pounded the awning covering their terraced
villa above Helgenberger Avenue. The city of Oakland, spread out below, was drenched. Straight
ahead, in the dormant flatlands, perched an ugly square hotel with small windows. To the right,
hanging from an escarpment on Skyline Blvd. was stacked a Romanesque-pillared mansion, half
built and collecting the patina of neglected investment. To the left, far off towards the estuary,
curled the roadway that worked its way through the ghettos of East Oakland and on to the airport
at Alameda, where planes fired off into the billowing gray skies, fleeing Oaktown.
“I can’t remember.” Walter said, looking away. His lips vibrated. His hands fell to his lap;
the twisted taut muscles of his neck strained to hold the pose. “Your mother didn’t let me know
when you were born.”
Walter’s big and beseeching eyes flashed fear as he struggled to raise his hand up from
his thigh. He got halfway before Junior reached out and held Walter’s shaking wrists firmly.
Looking deep into Walter’s eyes, Junior watched him weep with frustration as his mouth
tightened and disfigured the contours of a face whose bold handsomeness had always shone clear
and true throughout his long life.
“Do you remember Little Rock in ’81?” asked Junior, trying to distract Walter from his
morose musings.
“Shit! You mean Martha, when she got lost on the way to the concert.”
“Yes,” said Junior, happy to see his father attempt a smile.
“I remember when that husband of hers had too many mushrooms…”
“That guy was really weird. Martha told me she had to prick his condoms because he
didn’t want to have any kids. His mother was one of those smother-mother types; couldn’t let go
of him even when he was thirty-six years old.”
“What’s is obsession with mothers? My mother abandoned me when I was just three
months old, and her substitutes I had were all mean.”
“Is that why you didn’t fight for me?”
“I guess I deserved that one, but your mother didn’t give me a chance. She took you away
before I could see you.”
A loud thunderous crack in the sky diverted their attention. Junior helped Walter out of
his seat, and they shuffled over to the railings. Folding his hands around the banister, Junior
pulled Walter’s seat up and lowered him onto the cushioned metal chair. They looked out across
an amphitheater of vibrant vegetation tingling in new wetness. The rain clouds were moving
west and the high sun behind them was forcing its way from behind the Oakland hills, baking the
teaming city with surplus heat.
Junior collected a handful of rain water from the outflow pipe and washed Walter’s face,
arms and hands. Walter’s blank face displayed no reaction, but his eyes brightened.
“I should leave in a couple of days,” Junior said.

get!.”

“I don’t wanna talk about that now.”
“Well, we should because there’s still business to be taken care of.”
“Business, business; always business with you.”
“Let’s not start that again. I agreed to come down, and I’m here now.”
“Yeah but it’s only for the business!”
“Father, you created this mess. I’m just trying to clean it up!”
“Business, business, business. That’s all you young people think about. What you can
“Well, I can leave, and you can work it out with Aunt Mae.”
“You would do that to me!” The shaking began again. “You know how I hate that

woman.” His pupils dilated. The glare of fear engulfed him. Walter’s body exploded as if some
electric shock had passed through. His eyes remained expanded yet wounded by this
disconnection of body and mind.
Junior looked on with professional calm, yet disturbed by what had become of his once
fearless father. Junior grabbed Walter, resenting, while he calmed him, that the situation was
being used to draw him out and back into helping once again. Junior had been abandoned at birth
by this man, who now sat dissolving before him. Junior had escaped to Washington DC and
become a doctor with a title, money and prestige.
“Junior, the Procrastinator” was what kids called him at school. How he became a doctor
no one knew, but from somewhere inside himself, he found the dogged persistence to finally
connect with something outside of his worrisome history. A cute yellow-skinned beauty, whom
he met at Howard University, helped. He grabbed his one golden chance, married, and moved
out of his mother’s house.
“I really should leave,” said Junior. He immediately felt guilty. The being before him
visibly shrank as the words entered his consciousness. His father, in all his pathetic dysfunctional
irresponsibility, needed him. Junior’s two weeks of care-giving had clarified in his mind that
being a doctor was more than prescribing pills, reading charts and absorbing endless reports and
research data.
Despite his simmering anger at the accumulated humiliations he’s laid at his father’s
door, he had learned to love the Man. Junior knew there were only a few opportunities left to
heal himself of the scars of the past he shared with his father; if not now, when? He could spend
the rest of his life running from his past, or he could confront it. He realized with the forcefulness
of the drenching rain storm outside that he needed to stay and help.
“I really should leave.”
“Then, go, go! What keeping’ ya?”
“You; that’s who!”
“So what you want to do?”
“I don’t know; I just don’t know.”
“Well, while you thinking get my wrap!”
“Okay, I’ll stay! Wait there. Let me make a phone call and tell my people I’ll be here a
while longer.”

Why We Deserve Trump
- Ian Dawkins Moore
The shock and awe of Americans to the presidency of Donald Trump is reflected in our
failure to appreciate the slow drip, drip of our loss of respect for the democratic principles and
institutions which have governed our country since its founding. We deserve Donald Trump for
at least five reasons, not all of which are directly his fault.
First, we abdicated our freedom and responsibility to the media which has its own
agendas. The fourth estate, an un-elected economic class, rather than comforting the afflicted
straddles the fence of commerce and service while squabbling over the President's tweets whose
meaning and significance last no longer than it takes to write them. The currency of the media is
unspeakable horror and doom, at a price, which darkens every horizon, defying us to peer
through the gloom and see light ahead. It promotes self-delusion and causes a neurosis that is
only satiated by salacious sensations and attention-getting spurious events.
Second, Trump was voted in by people who had lost faith with America’s
representational system of government and commerce which the first, second and fourth estates
continue to ignore. We voted for Trump in a democracy that we all agree is dominated by private
money! Yet we still allow, in our progressive nation, the archaic ruse of the Electoral College,
controlled by the two dominant political parties who maintain control of the political process as
guardians for the owners of the economic wealth of the country because they do not trust the
common people.
Third, our unique combination of fertile lands, slave/migrant labor, and an
underpopulated landmass that historically has no natural external enemies or competitors created
unrealistic expectations for a nation that believes itself to be exceptional. We’ve transfused the
fears and anxieties of our European cousins into a jingoistic system of dread at being challenged
by anyone about anything!
Fourth, the abandonment of education as a necessary right and ingredient for a stable,
moral and progressive nation has crippled our historic ideals. We’ve abandoned the ideal of a
free and quality education for a nation founded on ‘reason’ as the oil that greases the wheels of a
free people. We stand by and allow private money-makers - even the President – to use
education as just another economic opportunity where the marketplace determines the ‘value’ of
our nation, while our youth and professional class are saddled with debt for half, if not all, their
working lives.
And fifth, we have allowed ourselves to be seduced by a celebrity culture that proclaims
white noise above community values. We have, in the words of Neil Postman, allowed ourselves
to be ‘amused to death’. We live in a culture, driven by the celebrity distraction of the trivia, the
scandalous, the gossip-filled viral world of self-love, where narcissists are rewarded with “likes’
in a media saturated popular culture that's immune to the ‘values’ they are espousing.
Democracy has always been fragile, inefficient and vulnerable to manipulation because
it’s strength and weakness is in its need to be supported continuously by the selfless impute of an
ever changing and diverse group of people.
An honest and self-correcting media, being essential for a democracy to function, must be
made accountable to the public it serves. The media could secure its commitment to the public
by funding a non-profit ombudsman committee with the powers to sanction publications for their
lack of veracity, and for its records to be published weekly.
The voting process could be made more transparent if it was taken from the control of the

dominant political parties and adjudicated by an independent body. Democracy requires that all
citizens participate, and all should be required to vote if they want to benefit from the nation’s
opportunities.
Free education for all K through college is a no-brainier given the staggering amounts of
money the government taxes its citizens. If just a quarter of the yearly military spending was
invested in education, America would yield a far great return on its investment than any military
spending.
Our human desire to be loved and acknowledged – the drum major instinct as proclaimed
by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. - is an individual desire of more importance than our economic
well-being, which our celebrity culture accommodates like no other reward. However, with all
freedoms there’s a price which is adjudicated by history and life's objective reality of value. The
community, traditionally, determines that value as being measured by its contribution to the
community as a whole, not just the individual! But today we live in isolated communities of one;
packaged and programmed by our individual desires and choices in our own time zones. Our
popular culture isolates us by identifying differences, not the similarities, unless the
identification is required for commerce, then we are all no more than data digits to be sold, too.
What America fears and why it spends obscene amounts of money on weapons that will
never be used against an enemy that doesn’t exist is the trillion-dollar question. When, in our
history, did this fear of the outsider – by a nation of immigrants – become the watchword of our
military obsessive isolationist culture? The sheer abnormality and destabilization of America,
under Trump, gives lie to the fact that we have any real enemies that can be fought and beaten
with guns. Our puerile obsession with the daily rants of President Trump demonstrates that we
are our own worst enemy. America may become the first empire in history to self-destruction
because it fears that it doesn’t have enough power to feel safe!
I believe these five reasons require us to acknowledge our culpability in creating
President Donald Trump. Our previous five presidents sowed the seeds for Trump, he has just
reaped the whirlwind of national disintegration!
If we are to deserve the riches of our nation and a viable future for our children, we must
create a nation where truth, responsibility and moral duty in our nation’s political and economic
affairs are honored and not distorted for political or financial or emotional gains. We need to
acknowledge that we've earned the behavior of Donald Trump through our own actions, not
some aliens across the border. And because we’ve created him, in all his bullying and destructive
behaviors, we can also dismantle him. This is a critical time for America; if we fail to stand up
for moral integrity and honesty, we will be confined to the dustbin of history like the Weimar
Republic of Germany as we watch Mr. Trump piss on all that made America great.

There Is Still Hope
- James Piatt
Crushing the
Strident peal of
The grumbling
Of the passing days
Under my feet,
I realized
The sun arrives as
The moon disappears and
The earth…
Though more scarred,
Still exists every new morn,
And there is still hope.

Phone Call
- Claire Scott
when everything lines up
the moon is in the seventh house
Jupiter aligned with Mars
the AT&T bill paid plus
penalty for leaving
it under the cat dish
for over two months
the battery charged
cracked glasses discovered
under the couch
in the linen closet
next to frozen peas
when he has slept well enough
no nightmares of shaggy
boatmen demanding coins
when his memory is more or less
intact, at least a few neurons firing
when he remembers my name
and can find my number
my father calls

The Sounds of Summer Nights
- Michail Mulvey
“The number of the restaurant is by the phone next to you. Call if there’s a problem, OK?
Don’t let the kids get up like last time. They were wired when we got home and wouldn’t go
back to bed.” My only daughter touches my arm, smiles, and kisses my forehead. She turns and
walks through the kitchen towards the garage. I hear her talking to her husband, Jim, in a barely
audible tone she thinks I can’t hear.
“He’ll be OK. He’s slowed down, but if anything happens, he can still dial a phone. It’s
right there next to him.”
“Some things don’t always register when you talk to him, though. He seems to look
through or past you,” says my son-in-law. “It’s like he’s somewhere else.”
” The doctor at the VA hospital said he’d have good days and bad, but he’s having a good
day today, so relax. Besides, we’ll just be gone for a couple of hours, and the restaurant is only
three miles away. And he needs to be with the kids, with family.” My daughter stops, picks up
her purse from the counter by the door and looks back at me. “He spends too much time alone in
this house."
As they back out of the garage and drive away, I smile. Yes, I can still dial a phone. And
drive a car. And take care of myself. It’s not the medication, Jim, I wanted to tell him.
Sometimes you just piss me off, and I deliberately ignore you. Sometimes I do drift off, but it’s
not senility, it’s by choice mostly. Sometimes I just want to be left alone. I’m not even seventy,
but there are some things I don’t want to deal with . . . like the side effects of this medication.
Maybe I do drift off sometimes . . . so what?
Upstairs I hear Evelyn calling to me. She heard the car pull out of the driveway and
knows I'm a soft touch.
“Granpa, read me a story.”
“Go to sleep, Evelyn. Mommy read you a story. Go to sleep or you’ll wake up Amber.
Granpa loves you . . . be a good girl now and lie down.”
It's quiet. She must have found her Cinderella doll and pulled her blanket over her head
like she does when she’s finally ready to go to sleep. No sound from Nathaniel. Amber has been
in the land of Nod since her bath.
Eight-thirty. What’s on TV? Same old crap. Two hundred and fifty channels of crap.
Maybe there’s something on American Movie Classics. I pick up the remote and flip to channel
255, but there's a friggin' commercial on. Some Brit selling a gadget that cuts potatoes and other
vegetables ‘in no time!' What's wrong with a plain old knife? Everybody's in such a hurry.
Moron. I hit the mute button.
Through the open slider that leads out to the back deck, I hear the euphonic sounds of
summer nights. “What’s that sound, Granpa?” Nathaniel asked that night I let them all stay up
past bedtime.
“Those are peeps,” I told him. It was another sultry summer night with air so thick you
could almost swim through it. The sounds of summer came from every corner of the yard and
woods. “Hear the crickets? They’re calling their girlfriends.”
Nathaniel looked up and smiled. “Crickets don’t have girlfriends, Granpa,” he laughed.
“And those are fireflies,” I said, pointing to the slowly-blinking yellowish-greenish lights
floating through the warm summer air. "You've seen fireflies before, haven't you?" His eyes had
that look of wonder you only see in the eyes of a child who still marvels at simple sights and

sounds.
I wanted to take him out in the back yard and catch some of those flashing bugs in a glass
jar like we did when I was a kid. We used to think that if we caught enough fireflies, we could
use the jar as a lamp. I wanted to run around the backyard with Nathaniel and catch some of
those lightning bugs, but I didn’t think I’d have the strength to keep up with a seven-year-old. So
my grandson and I just stood on the deck and marveled at the light show. For a moment I was
reminded of other, more deadly light shows long ago. But the thought came and went.
Tonight, though, my daughter made sure the kids were in bed before she and Jim left.
Easier on me, she said, if the kids were already asleep. She had them fed, bathed, in their
jammies, tucked in, stories read, and hugs and kisses all around before I arrived.
Eight forty-five. Getting darker. Sun sets late in the summer. At least in this part of the
world. I know of a place where it was always summer, and the sun set at the same time every
night, just about. Too early. Not that I’m afraid of the dark, but sometimes you just want the sun
to stay up longer. It’s not always the boogie man under the bed that gets you.
A warm breeze wafts through the screen door that leads out to the back deck.Nine-twenty
already? The old clock on the mantle says so, but . . .maybe Jim was right. I had wandered. Lost
in thought, that’s all . . . So what? The brass pendulum slowly swings back and forth to the
rhythm of the ticking gears behind glass and wood. The sound is soothing, mesmerizing almost.
Through the screen door, I hear the peeps in the back yard. The crickets are calling to
their girlfriends and the fireflies are slowly blinking like distant traffic lights stuck on yellow on
a deserted country road late at night. Almost like those flashes from another time and another
place, but without all the noise.
On TV the Brit is gone and there's a movie . . . starring Paul Muni. He's talking to his
Chinese wife . . . what’s her name? I forget the title . . . but I remember the story. He's a farmer .
. .there’s locusts . . . and a threat of famine . . . he rallies the peasants to save the crops. His wife
dies in the end, doesn’t she? What’s the name of this movie? The Good Earth. Yeah. An oldie.
Like me. I smile and sit back.
Another one of those commercials that seems to be louder than the movie comes on
again. Some moron screams at me about another useless product that he claims I need to 'order
now!' What the hell is this idiot selling anyway? Another one of those friggin’ orange or lemonbased magical cleaners? I grab the remote and press the mute button again. Wish it worked on
people.
The light from the TV is bright. I lean back in the recliner and close my eyes. The old
clock on the mantle bongs. With the TV muted, I can hear the peeps and the crickets and the tree
frogs in the back yard. I open my eyes and look out into the back yard . . . there's someone
standing at the screen door . . . a man with a long oval face and dark hair. He’s just standing
there, staring. His arms are at his sides. He’s wearing a torn and dirty shirt, open at the chest.
I look over at the TV. Is this a reflection? Paul Muni and the villagers are chasing locusts.
Who is this at the back door? A neighbor? Doesn't look like Steve. Or the guy across the street.
The face is familiar though. Can't be a burglar. He'd be inside already, or he would have run off
when he saw me sitting here.
He's just standing there . . . staring at me. I've seen that face somewhere . . . maybe I'm
just seeing things. Maybe I'm dreaming. Maybe Jim was right. I can still hear the peeps in the
back yard, though. There’s something wrong with his leg, and there’s something . . . a small hole
in his chest, I can see it . . .there. He looks weary.
” The night is warm, my friend. Except for the sounds of the crickets and the frogs, it’s

quiet. Not like when we first met. There were sounds of men yelling, excited men filled with fear.
Remember?”
Who is this? I look over to the TV again and there's Paul Muni.
You looked at me, your rifle raised, but you did not fire. You could see I was already
wounded, lying there in the trench. I was hit in the leg by the fire from your comrades' machine
guns. My face showed the pain of my wound. When I opened my eyes, I saw you, less than a
meter away. The man behind you – the sergeant, yelled at you to fire, but you turned and just
stared at him. I remember him. His eyes were big. He was sweating through his uniform. It was
dark green, like he was new to the war. He yelled at you again. “Fire!” he said, but you just
stood there. He pushed you aside and killed me. Do you remember that day now?
Yes, I remember. I remember that day. And your face. How could I forget your face?
Sometimes I think it was a dream. All a dream. A bad dream. A dream filled with noise and pain
and death. I still think about . . . dream about . . . those days. That day. I'd never met the enemy
face to face . . . that close. You were so close.
We met again when you went back not long ago. You had your guide, Mr. Tung, take you
to the cemeteries. There are so many. What were you looking for? Were you looking for me? You
stopped at one grave and stood there looking at the date. 29.9.1967 - September 29, 1967. The
name on the plaque was Vo Van Bay, my name. You remembered that day. Why? You were a
soldier. There must have been many days like that day. Why does that day stay with you still? It
was long ago.
It was your face, your eyes that I remember. The eyes that I sometimes see at night. You
looked at me . . . I was only a few feet away. You looked into my eyes. Your eyes were filled
with pain, but there was also a questioning look. Were you asking why? . . . Why I didn't shoot? I
don’t have an answer. After you died . . .were killed by the sergeant . . . your eyes no longer
showed the pain . . . I remember your eyes.
Why did you return to a place that caused you so much pain?
I told my friends and family I was going back just to visit, “Visit my old AO . . . Area of
Operations,” I said. But, yes, I had my guide, Mr. Tung, take me to the cemeteries. He wondered
why. Do you . . . did you know Mr. Tung? He was a soldier once, just like you. When we walked
through the cemetery that day he stopped at many graves and looked at the names and the dates
too. He must have recognized many of the names . . . Of course he did. He was one of you. He
was once my enemy, like you. I wonder if Mr. Tung also has dreams, sees faces, sees the eyes of
the dead. How can one ever forget?
Sometimes I wake and will the dream away, the dream where I see your eyes, and the
eyes of so many others. Sometimes I get up and walk until I can’t walk any farther and fall into
an exhausted sleep, a sleep without dreams. Sometimes we . . . there are others I know . . .
friends who were there, too . . .who drink to forget, to wash away the dreams. Some use . . . used
other means.
Sometimes those days come back to us when we’re awake, images that come in a flash,
an instant, and are gone just like that. They can be triggered by a sight or a face. Sometimes I
stare, and they stare back, wondering what I’m looking at. When I realize what I’m doing, I
smile and apologize. Sometimes I just walk away.
Sometimes it’s a loud sound or an aircraft passing overhead. I can still tell the sound of a
Huey. And a Chinook. They were everywhere. You remember. And lights. Yes, sometimes lights
can make us remember. Like the lights on Nui Ba Den. The string of lights from the small
kerosene lamps you used to light your way at night. Sometimes my friends and I talk about those

sights, and sounds, and how the faces come back at night. Do your friends tell you about their
dreams? Those dreams that keep them awake? Do you dream? Of course not, how can you . . .
where you are. But you still remember that day, don’t you?
Yes, I remember those days . . . that day. How can I forget? After the pain, there was
nothing. Like falling asleep. When I awoke, I was at that place where we met for a second time,
that place where Mr. Tung took you, the cemetery. That place where we all rest now, my
comrades and I. Do I dream? No, but I have memories, and I remember you, your face, your
eyes. Why did you come back? Were you looking for me? Was there something you wanted to
say? Was there something you wanted to ask me?
What was I looking for? I'm not sure. Something drew me to the cemeteries. There are so
many cemeteries. Everywhere. Was I looking for you? I didn’t know your name, but I
remembered the day, that day, so I looked at the dates. I found it . . . found you. . . in a cemetery
not far from the place. Only a few kilometers from . . . the place where you died . . .were killed
by the soldier behind me.
Was there something I wanted to ask you? Was there something I wanted to say? I don’t
know. Maybe I wanted to learn . . . ask your name. You were just a face then. I wanted to put a
name to that face. Your face. The face that is still with me. Maybe if I knew who you were, your
face would go away from my dreams. That day would fade, and I would be left in peace. It
seems like your face has been with me forever. There are many faces, but yours . . .. You were so
close. You looked at me before you died, what was. . . what is your name? Yes, Vo Van Bay.
Sorry. I’m an old man. And tired.
The men who went through my pockets, your comrades, learned my name, but you stood
off to the side, then walked away. You never learned my name. You didn’t want to know then, did
you?
When you came to visit, when you came to the cemetery, I wanted to ask why you didn’t
shoot. Were you afraid? Was there something in you that wouldn’t allow you to kill an already
wounded man? I don’t think I would have hesitated if it were you there, hiding in the trench. We
were soldiers . . . But that was long ago.
I want to tell you. . .I want to say . . . It wasn’t your fault, my death. Now it all seems so . .
. it was so long ago. You look tired. Are you well? . . .I am well taken care of. My loved ones visit
and leave me food. The grass is cut, the leaves are raked. The headstones are cleaned so visitors
can see our names . . . my name.
I am not alone, I’m with old comrades. We sit most days and talk. It’s very quiet there,
and peaceful. We are thankful for the peace. Sometimes we talk about the old days, but not so
often. We talk about old friends, old comrades we left behind . . .and loved ones we left behind.
We have summer sounds there, too. Late at night we sit and listen like you do with your
grandson. Some days we have visitors, but mostly we’re left alone with our memories and the
sounds of the wind through the trees . . . and the crickets at night.
Sometimes we receive a visit from old soldiers like you, but you’re the first American face
I’ve recognized. You were very young then . . . I remember. How old were you? I was twentyfour. You have children, I see, and grandchildren. You are a lucky man . . . Yes, I think I want to
say . . . it wasn’t very often that men hesitated to kill. Killing seemed to come too easy. For us,
too. It was a long war. Many suffered. On both sides.
Did you suffer much that day?
I suffered much but not for long. My wound was very painful but that sergeant who
pushed you out of the way emptied his weapon at me . . . he hit dirt, mostly. He must have been

very nervous. One of his bullets struck me in the chest, though . . . I died instantly. Your
comrades dragged my body out of the trench and on to the ground. They stood around, looking
at me lying there. Some laughed and joked. You said nothing. Why? Does . . . did death bother
you? Or is it the dying? It must have been a long war for you then, my friend. Can I call you my
friend? After all, it’s been a long time since . . . well . . . then.
You look tired . . . I will say goodbye and let you sleep. Maybe we’ll meet again some
other night . . . or some other time when . . . and we can talk again.”
Wait. Don’t go yet. I have more questions . . . questions I’ve wanted to ask. Why did your
friends . . . your comrades . . . leave you behind in that trench? How old are . . .were you?
Twenty-four you said? Did you have a girlfriend? Were you married? Where are…where were
you from? Wait!
On TV, Paul Muni is with his first wife, Olan. She's dying.
What was his name again? Vo Van Bay? I didn’t know his name then, but I remember his
face. Why his face? There were so many. So many faces. Too many. And his eyes. He looked at
me before he died. Before the sergeant pushed me out of the way and killed him. I remember him
lying there in the grass, staring off into the distance, no longer in pain. I envied him. One leg was
bent where it shouldn’t have been, below the knee. The left leg. And one small hole in the
middle of his chest.
After he was pulled out of the trench and dumped on the ground, it rained. One of those
quick tropical downpours. It washed the dirt and blood off his body, like someone was readying
him for burial . . . not enough to completely clean his hair, though. It was matted with dirt. Dirt
from the trench.
I hoist myself out of the chair, open the screen door and walk out onto the back deck.
He's gone . . . if anyone was really there. I lean on the railing. I am tired. I’m feeling the years
that have passed since that day.
I stare into the night, into the tree line that borders the yard. The fireflies blink. The
crickets call.

Thin Ice
- Ray Scanlon
While awash in the noise and bile of the Twitter serendipity machine, an Emerson quote
caught my eye. “We live amid surfaces, and the true art of life is to skate well on them.” A pearl
of peculiar luster, this raised questions beyond the obvious one of sketchy Internet quote
provenance. I wouldn't — couldn't, through plain lack of familiarity — have identified it as
Emerson. Though it is, in fact, I was still curious. Does Emerson entertain the same definition of
surface as the rest of us? Perhaps he dismisses as superficial what's deep to mortals. Perhaps
surface is a defense against depth. Is this mot a little highbrow, a little facile? Perhaps it's been
isolated to ill effect; does it ring truer in context? Even if it were possible to devote a life to it,
wouldn't surface skimming become boring?
For all its seductiveness, this idle speculation does not lead me to answers. I need to read
the whole of “Experience,” but I rue how soft I've become. A near-freezing day in April offends
me as a personal insult. A pitiful attention span hamstrings my youthful lust for reading. I quail
before 10,000 words of Emerson, his style, his scope. A prospect I'd have once found ravishing
daunts me, and only an ornery perverseness goads me to endure it. If it doesn't kill me, it will
make me stronger.
When I read “Life is a series of surprises, and would not be worth taking or keeping if it
were not” I thought, Ah, there's a cliché I can get behind. Surface skating becomes a lot less
boring when you encounter the occasional unforeseen beer bottle on the metaphorical ice.
Though it carries the unfortunate pejorative connotations of superficiality, even in the absence of
surprises, surface skating isn't as easy as it might seem.
Reading Emerson has somehow increased my susceptibility to surprises — now that I
realize I'm on skates — or at least decreased my obliviousness to them. As I accrue years and
spend more time with my doctors than I do with the Transcendentalists, it's probably inevitable
that a doctor would surprise me.
I'm not surprised when an unforeseen diagnosis shifts the surfaces on which I skate,
sometimes toward the abyss, sometimes away, and I'm not surprised at God-like knowledge,
guarded against the barbarians by a technical and dead-language-based jargon. But I am
surprised to learn at long last that a doctor I've seen for decades photographs nature when he's
not caring for diabetic eyes. I am surprised when I notice now, after thirty years, as if for the first
time, as if their essence had become visible, the hands of my cardiologist. My curiosity,
sputtering recently, insists I pay attention to these micro-epiphanies. They are proofs — of a
mathematical clarity, not that any proof should be necessary — that these two doctors are multidimensional surface-skating humans, and I have discovered it.

Haydn’s Farewell Symphony
- Richard Luftig
At the end
Of the last
Movement,
Each musician
One-by-one,
Blows out
Their candle,
Takes their
Instrument
And exits
Until the last
Leaves the stage
All in dark.
If only
I might
Do the same
With my poems,
Watch as
They disappear
From their
Assigned pages,
Exiting in
Exact order
Of creation
Until all,
Author
Included,
Simply fades
To white

In Wildness
- Ayn Frances dela Cruz
In wildness are things that creep and enfold
Like veins catching up, running through your hands
Secret as sin, as the heart is secret
As darkness envelopes, so the ties must bind
In wildness are things that attach and root
And beckon following you forever
And innocent as a hand on your thigh
And pure as a drunkard’s fatuous smile
In wildness are things that keep silence dark
In wildness are things that crouch and spring up

Wings
- Jeff Bakkensen
The question of who would die first consumed us. We had been that way ever since I’d
retired, and it came in and set up shop, the third partner in our marriage, an unplanned and
unwanted late-life child. It tugged at our pant legs from beneath the kitchen table, climbed into
our bed and sat on our chests while we slept. We had never been especially grim or morbid
people, at least not until I retired.
The question liked to join us on the couch for our nightly dose of evening news. I felt it
stir as the female anchor sent us to the airport with a deeply voiced, “Breaking news from
Manchester tonight.” There’d been an emergency at Manchester Regional that morning when a
west-bound 727 departed into a flock of migrating geese. One engine shut down entirely and
oxygen masks deployed. No serious injuries. No mention of the state of the birds. The segment
opened with a long-distance shot of the plane sitting on the runway shortly after landing, smoke
rising from beneath one wing backdropped by the crisply burning leaves of a New England fall.
A reporter narrating from off-screen gave us the details: 149 passengers, crew of 7,
heading for Phoenix via Midway. Airborne for less than ten minutes. Then we passed into the
inside of the terminal as they cycled through a half-dozen harried passengers in quick two- or
three- second cut shots ending with a husband and wife pair about our age, their names and town
of origin displayed in white text on the banner across the bottom of the screen. Frank and MaryEllen Dolan – Derry, NH. This was clearly intended as the piece’s climax. The camera focused
on husband then wife in turn, mouths moving mutely while the narrator explained that they had
been on their way to visit adult children in Arizona. The real-time audio faded in as Frank
finished his layman’s take.
“There’s black smoke all over the place,” he said. “And it feels like we’re falling out of
the sky. And I just look over at Mary-El, and I remember thinking that she needed to put her
mask on. I wasn’t going to sit by while she had no mask on, no matter what the safety manual
says.”
I turned to Kat, who was leaning forward on the couch, totally absorbed in the interview,
and I knew that this was going to be another one of those nights.
Onscreen, Mary-Ellen confirmed Frank’s account, and then Frank, one hand on his wife’s
shoulder, gave credit to the flight crew for maintaining calm. They would be restarting their trip
the next morning, they said. Then they passed off-screen.
We transitioned to an outdoor shot, nighttime now as the narrator’s voice found
embodiment in the form of a cub reporter standing in a windbreaker outside the darkened airport.
We were back in the present, the near-disaster at a safe enough distance for reflection. The
reporter said his piece and released us to the care of the anchors back at the studio, both of whom
shook their heads and wished the couple well. Commercial break.
I knew what was coming. There was nothing I could do to stop it.
“Will,” said Kat.
“Don’t even,” I said.
“You don’t know what I’m going to say.”
But I did, exactly. I got up for water, hoping to put some distance between us before the
inevitable.
“I hope I go first,” she said. “I know that’s selfish but it’s true.” She said this like it was
something she’d been struggling with for a long time and had finally found the courage to say; in

fact, she pursued more or less the same line whenever the situation allowed.
“No one ever said the two are mutually exclusive,” I said. “Selfish and true, I mean.”
She went on, “I wouldn’t know what to do if it was you.”
I nodded from the sink.
“I’m not even talking about grief stages or anything. Forget grief,” she said. “Just living.
Getting by on a day to day basis.”
This was her biggest concern, not-dying. Not something happening to her, but having to
watch something happen to me. And waiting for it in the meantime.
I walked back into the TV room. She was sitting with her upper body turned towards me,
legs hidden beneath the horsehair blanket.
“And you?” she asked.
“I don’t think it’ll be an issue,” I said, pointing to my chest. “Wish I could say
otherwise.”
She smiled, and I knew she was hoping I was wrong, but the odds weren’t in her favor.
The odds said one in five I’d have a second heart attack within two years of my first, and I was
still only eighteen months removed from Transmural Myocardial Infarction Numero Uno. Six
times as likely as the uninfarcted man in the street. I carried the odds with me wherever I went.
Sometimes it seemed like I was all heart. I could feel the ticker quaking. And when that
happened, and I needed to be reminded of something good, I would think of Kat and tell myself
that this was the same girl I’d met in college, who’d worn hemp more often than cotton and who
shaved her head when John Lennon was shot. Who lobbied for the college newspaper to devote a
weekly column to the atrocities in Lebanon and then distributed her own hand-typed and
photocopied one-page rag when they turned her down. This was that same girl. And I was the
same guy she’d fallen for. So long as I could keep that picture in frame, I knew that we would be
alright.
We watched the news until they got to the weather, and then I turned off the set. One
great thing about retirement is that you don’t have to plan the rain into your morning commute.
We climbed the stairs, brushed our teeth and got into bed. Kat performed the nightly ritual of
placing the morning pills in his and hers dispensaries. Then we let sleep overtake us.
The next day’s plane crash was news before the news was on. We couldn’t have missed it
if we tried. The morning after that, Frank and Mary-Ellen’s picture – a still from their interview
– graced the covers of both the Union Leader and the Globe. Accidents on consecutive days at
the same airport: these are the dreams that headlines are made of. The various outlets would
probably play the “more than a coincidence” angle eventually – Is Manchester safe? What
protocols are being put into place? – but in the short term, we had to satisfy ourselves with the
little knowledge immediately available. Everything was couched in minimally confident terms.
No overlap in flight crew. Maybe a mechanical issue. Or maybe it was something mechanical
compounded by flight crew error. Neither paper was certain, nor did they think they would be for
quite some time. The dry, ass-saving formulations of the aircraft had no history of mechanical
issues, however. Meanwhile, every local station was scrambling to contact its affiliate in
Phoenix, hoping to score the first interview with the bereaved children, and the question was
following us room to room, screaming and stomping its feet for our attention.
We had our own adult child, Sam, who lived in DC, close enough to not merit the risk of
flying, if flying hadn’t been entirely out of the question, anyway. We made the ten-hour drive
once every few months, Kat gripping the passenger-side door handle with both hands and
pumping an invisible brake pedal while I tried not to take it personally. It wasn’t my driving, she

assured me. It was driving itself. And it didn’t seem to matter that my last stint before retiring –
before being forced to retire – had been as a shift safety supervisor at the power station in
Seabrook. No matter that I’d kept a clean record throughout. Driving was driving, and it was
dangerous. Statistically more dangerous than flying, I’d pointed out more than once. But flying
was out of the question.
Our visits followed a routine that we’d more or less hammered out over Sam’s four years
of college and the year and a half following. We started down early Friday morning, arriving at
Sam’s little Arlington apartment in time for a late lunch that Kat insisted on preparing herself,
she told me once, to get the blood back into her fingers. Then we took the Metro across the river
to a park or museum, depending on the season. Either way, we knew we would be conspicuously
protected. We walked around the Washington Monument with its National Guardsmen, their M16’s slung nonchalantly at their hips, and Kat asked Sam what contingency plans he had in place
for various types of terrorist attack. We went across the street to the Holocaust Museum, and
Kat, nodding knowingly towards the security guard as we passed through the metal detector,
observed that violence breeds violence, and the world was getting more bitter every day. We
watched the question leak out onto everything we touched until other people, other tourists,
seemed to assume we were hiding some unhappy secret. When we visited the Vietnam
Memorial, I swear half the crowd was staring right at me, waiting, I bet, for me to recognize a
name and break down in front of them. Of course, I wasn’t looking for anyone in particular, and
I wanted to stop and ask them, How old do you think I am? I have plenty of friends who’ve
served, but we were all still in grade school when ‘Nam peaked.
We did the museums, splurged for lunch and dinner out and breakfast at the hotel while
Kat caught Sam up to speed on whose parents we’d seen and which former classmates’ notices
had appeared in the paper, and at some point Sam and I would be left momentarily alone and it
would suddenly seem that the only topics that came to mind were those leading places where
neither of us wanted to go, including but not limited to: 1) what Sam was planning, if anything,
for the next five years or so; 2) the fact that the best plans accounted for being dealt not one but
possibly several truly rotten hands one right after the other; 3) late-career joblessness and the
American Dream; 4) lesser known aspects of TMI recovery such as depression, restlessness and
claustrophobia, as well as treatment side effects like salty or metallic taste, diarrhea, decrease in
sexual ability paired with sometimes painful erections, bodily fatigue, general weakness, and
anxiety; 5) the impact these side effects can have on a spouse; 6) the challenges associated with
helping arrange suburban transportation for that spouse should she suddenly refuse to drive
herself; 7) whether an only child should be expected to divert a promising career in Public
Administration in order to move closer to his ailing parents; 8) how much protest an only child
should be expected to put forth before he gives in and accepts that his parents will allow no such
thing; 9) climate change, black holes, and other apocalyptic scenarios; 10) the way that someone
who internalizes an extraordinary amount of worry will eventually, like a black hole emitting
Hawking radiation, begin to project that worry back out into the world; 11) the challenges of
living with someone like this, for whom preparations must constantly be made to guard against
exposure to the many worry-causing things they might encounter; 12) what parts of this
dysfunctional arrangement Sam could expect to inherit from each of us, and what he could learn
from watching our example.
And since when any one of these topics entered your mind, it was impossible to let it go,
we danced awkwardly around each of them until Kat returned, and we could go back to letting
her guide us towards more comfortable ground and leave the dance to someone else.

Then we went to another museum or walked along the Mall and eventually the weekend
was over, and we’d head north, satisfied in the discharge of our parental duty. On the way home,
Kat would once again do everything in her power to avoid looking at the actual road and would
complement the Golden Oldies soundtrack with grating teeth and little whimpers whenever she
felt we were drifting too close to oncoming cars or vice versa.
Sometimes it seemed she felt that the combined effects of my heart problems and giving
up my job and our only child running off to another city had given her mystical access to a part
of life that passed unseen by the rest of us. That she felt things on a deeper, more self-honest
level. And I would pretend along with her that I thought the world was only cruel and unfair
because we accepted it that way and that together we would all change things for the better once
we decided we’d had enough.
“There’s so much meanness in the culture right now,” she said while she was warming
dinner. “When did that happen?”
I smiled and tilted my head as if she was making me think really hard because I could
still see the girl who shaved her head. And even if maybe I’d never been the great cultural critic
or someone’s guardian angel, and if most of the time my role was confined to problem solver and
sense talker, that had value in it, too, didn’t it? And hadn’t I helped raise a child who was
hardworking and level-headed? Didn’t that count for something?
Two days after the crash, the night after the governor declared a statewide day of
mourning, someone threw together a makeshift memorial at one of the entrances to the airport.
We saw it first on the evening news, of course, the cub reporter standing in almost the same
place he’d stood the night before and the night before that. This was his story as much as
anyone’s. We had anointed him to lead us forward, and cable executives were sure to be
watching.
He did the expected bit: memorial sprang up overnight, mourners and sympathizers
arriving all day with gifts of flowers, stuffed animals, and personal notes. He said this while we
waited to be shown the memorial itself, and then he stepped to the side and – this was the big
twist – revealed that it had been behind him all along. With an outstretched arm, he directed our
gaze towards the red and black ribbons weaving in and out of the fence links, the colors, he said,
representing airline disaster support.
I turned to Kat, who was nodding along with the anchors back at the studio.
“Did you know that?” I asked.
“What?” she asked. “About the ribbons? They have a color for everything. Don’t you
remember the yellow ribbons for the hostages?”
Of course I did. Signs demanding that we simultaneously Deport All Iranians and Bring
Them Home Now. But the embassy takeover was an attack, not an accident. It was a challenge to
the world order. You couldn’t compare one to the other.
“That was to show solidarity,” I said. “To say that we weren’t giving in.”
“And these ribbons are for the victims,” she said. “You show solidarity with the victims
and their families.”
I frowned. Solidarity against what? Bad luck? To show that you wished it hadn’t
happened? There are things that are essentially human and either you have them or you don’t. A
plane, for example, doesn’t care whether it lands or crashes. You can’t argue a flat tire back to
full pressure. But this was too complicated a point to make in front of the TV. Instead, I said,
“Interesting that they should choose the airport instead the crash site.” I should have kept my
mouth shut. I should have remembered the prayer meetings for cyclone victims and vigils to end

domestic violence, the time she dragged me down to Gloucester to attend the mass memorial for
fishermen at the end of the season. I should have given a thought to all of the arcane forms of
grief she’d already explored over the past year and a half.
“The crash site belongs to the investigators; the airport belongs to the mourners,” she
said. She knew all of this. “Should we go down there?”
Never let disaster pass you by.
Night found us on the road to Manchester, Kat’s fingers squeezing the life out of the
seatbelt while she repeated incantations just beyond my range of hearing. I didn’t ask what she
was mumbling, and she didn’t offer.
The airport lay in the middle of a reclaimed swamp surrounded by a sort of irregular
manmade berm. The memorial was against and along a wire fence just beyond the Hilton with its
small chapel to St. Joseph of Cupertino, who, Kat told me from between her fingers, was the
patron of both air travel and the learning disabled. It was as close as you could get to the runways
themselves without boarding an airplane. We drove past once, I parked the car in the waiting lot,
and then we walked, Kat squeezing my hand, across three different access roads on our way back
to the fence, which, sure enough, was festooned with red and black ribbons, some of them
turning to white as they bled their color. It had rained the night before.
“It’s like a Georgia tailgate out here,” I said under my breath.
“Will,” said Kat, and shook her head.
She released my hand only when we had reached the ten or so yards of sand-bit grass
between the curb and the fence. Two dozen mourners, well-wishers, empathizers, whatever,
stood about in clumps of two or three. The odd doubling feeling of seeing something in real life
that you’ve seen on TV. I waited on the pavement while Kat roamed among the scribbled notes
and assembled offerings, turning back from time to time, looking on the verge of tears, to make
sure that I was still where she’d left me. I was reminded, uncomfortably, of the first time we
brought Sam to the zoo.
A clot of interested persons formed around a woman who seemed to be dispensing some
sort of privileged information. She might have been an airport employee or a minister or just the
best informed among us laymen, a guide explaining the local attractions. Emotional tourism (n):
the practice of intentionally placing oneself in stressor situations in order to find release from
chronic anxieties. Origins: south-central New Hampshire, early twenty-first century.
The listeners looked like a casting director’s idea of a small New England city: mixed
ages but trending older, white, conservatively dressed. They listened with their arms crossed and
one leg bent or they leaned against each other and whispered or they just stood there and looked
dumbly over the little memorial and the airport beyond because what else could you do? I
wondered whether any of them actually knew someone on the plane. Did they lead rich lives,
these people? Did they go to baseball games and school recitals? Would they tell their coworkers
where they’d been the night before?
I waited, keeping my distance and with my feet making little mounds out of rocks that
had strayed onto the pavement. Eventually, Kat broke off from the group and came back, her
eyes red and puffy from swallowed tears.
“There were three little boys on the plane,” she said. “Three, seven and sixteen. The
younger two were brothers.”
I wrapped my arms around her and didn’t say anything, there was really nothing I could
say. We alive and unhurt. Our son and everyone else we knew and loved, were, so far as we
knew, alive and unhurt. There was no connection between us and this place. Head against my

shoulder, she thanked me for bringing her.
I felt heat on my back and turned to find a cameraman fixing us with his incandescent
light. The cub reporter stood patiently to one side. I was news.
You spend your youth worrying about old age and regretting your wasted youth; in the
end, there’s nothing you can do about it. That’s what I believe. You become the person you were
always meant to be. So, let it go already. Quit wasting our time.
We walked out of the limelight and back to our car. I felt nothing like release.
The road home wound through thin, secondary-growth woods. Next to me, I could hear
Kat gripping and regripping the passenger side door handle and emitting little high-pitched
sounds as we rounded turns and our headlights crossed with those of cars going the opposite
direction.
“Would you mind if I turned on the radio?”. She shrugged. I switched on the news at low
volume.
I tried a joke. “Why is the common cold so much more dangerous in an airport?” I
finished before she had a chance to stop me. “Because then it’s a terminal illness.”
She looked at me in horror.
“Kat, come on,” I said. “You can laugh if you want to.”
She shook her head.
“Kat,” I said. “We’re not the couple on the plane. And when we go, it won’t be because
of some grand twist of fate. There’s no use making it into a fetish. It’s not going to make it any
more romantic when it happens.”
“Who said anything about romance?” she asked.
But the whole thing was romance. I thought about the little knot of listeners, the way
they’d all craned towards the woman at their center. The way they would talk on the ride home
about the woman who’d come by herself, the man who stood alone on the pavement.
I pressed down on the accelerator.
“You can’t be the victim for everything,” I said.
“Who’s being the victim?” she asked.
Out of the corner of my eye, I could see that she had poked her head out from behind her
elbow and was looking at me across the console. I pressed down harder on the gas.
“What are you doing?”
“I’m emoting,” I said.
The dark trees on either side of the road began to blur into a single tree. We raced up a
rise and gathered speed down the far side. The engine roared as the tachometer climbed, fell, and
climbed again.
“Will, slow down!”
There was no way I was slowing down until I was good and ready. My faithless heart
rose in my chest, and I felt the blood draw away from my hands and feet, but my mind was
perfectly clear. I was thinking that the person next to me needed a lesson in crisis management,
that you can’t live in a constant state of emergency, that constant strain produces weakness. And
that no matter how deeply you think you feel certain things, how much you know that you’re the
one for whom the universe has specific meaning, you, the one we’re all waiting for to save us,
the one who feels and sees what we’re not ready to feel and see, you have to know that you are
just one of a hundred million people who feel that way, too.
The speedometer hit ninety. Ninety-five. My heart was at a thousand. Kat yelled to slow
down, but I didn’t, I couldn’t, until we’d crested a hundred and my heart hit a thousand and one,

and then, holding on tight and putting an arm across the seat to keep Kat in place, I slammed on
the brakes and turned hard to the left. The tires screeched and the trees to both sides melted
together with the road as we turned completely around, three hundred sixty degrees, water vapor
beneath us spraying out in all directions. We came to a stop in the opposite lane. I waited a beat,
two beats, looking at Kat. Then I pulled back into the right lane and started towards home at a
leisurely fifty-five.
Kat said nothing.
I opened a window. My mouth was dry, and I made smacking noises as I tried to draw up
spit. My heart slowly found its normal rhythm.
“Driving is dangerous,” I said. “It’s more dangerous than riding in an airplane, which is
probably more dangerous than walking down the street or taking a bath. But they’re all
dangerous. Living is dangerous.”
Kat looked as though she was afraid I would hit her, which I’d done once, I remembered
suddenly, many years before. Before Sam was born and when she and I were newly married, we
went to an office party where she spent the evening talking to a colleague of mine. When we got
home, I slapped her hard across the face so that she spun to one side, and then she straightened
back up into exactly the position she’d held before, like a Gumby man, completely immune, like
it hadn’t happened the very second after it had. Like nothing could hurt her if she didn’t let it.
I didn’t quite believe that that was something I would do, and yet it was right there, the
memory clear as glass. I wondered what else I might have forgotten.
She practically leapt from the car as we waited for the garage door to open, and was
inside and upstairs by the time I’d parked and watched the garage door close behind me and
locked the interior door and turned off all the lights on the ground floor. She was brushing her
teeth when I came up into the master bedroom.
“Kat,” I said. “I’m sorry. Sometimes I just don’t know what to do. Something came over
me, but I’m better now. It’s alright.”
Her reflection considered me blankly through a mouth full of toothpaste. I waited while
she spat and rinsed. I sat on the bed while she changed into her nightgown. Flies on walls have
received more acknowledgement.
It occurred to me she might have thought I was going to crash the car. I wondered
whether she would have welcomed it. The romantic gesture. A seizing of the inevitable.
I said I needed a glass of water.
She nodded.
I said I wouldn’t be long.
I left the bedroom and went through the hallway, downstairs and into the kitchen. I was
omniscient but powerless. I opened the fridge – buttery light forcing out the darkness – got out
the water filter and poured myself a glass. Closed the fridge. Took a sip and walked into the TV
room, and sat on the couch, feeling my shoulder blades press against the cushions in the
darkness. I waited.

On Sugar
- Shamar English
A most pleasurable and putrid drug – one I experienced before I could walk. So gorgeous
and so hideous, yet many do not realize that it is a drug. The only legal drug used around the
world without an age limit: sugar. Some will say my claim is nonsensical and baseless. I counter,
“What makes a drug a drug?” Addiction. Sugar is incredibly addictive and profitable, especially
in America.
This drug is an integral part of our society. I sound like a conspiracy theorist for saying
this, but someone must point out the realities. When people quit smoking, they eat more sugar.
When people quit drinking, they eat more sugar. When people quit doing drugs, they eat more
sugar. The idea of substituting one drug for another is questionable thinking. You are weaning
yourself off one substance for another, choosing the lesser of the two poisons. But how do you
neutralize a drug that sits at the top of the food group pyramid? I could say something naïve like
stop eating sugar. If it was that easy, dentists would be as extinct as wooly mammoths and sabertoothed tigers.
Sugar has accomplished what marijuana, cocaine, heroin, LSD, or any other controlled
substance can never achieve: accessibility. Sugary goods such as candy, ice cream, soda,
cookies, donuts, juice, cakes, and pies pack the shelves in stores. People purchase these items for
Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, or just because it is a Monday
morning, time to indulge a sweet tooth. What is the last customary dish served during dinner?
Dessert. Sugar is so accessible, children can purchase it from a vending machine during the
school day.
Sugar is sweet as well as bitter. I like to call it two-faced. Like a banshee, it has the
quintessential ability of disguising its true face. It does not destroy your body as promptly as a
virus. It takes its time, but you still feel the side effects: premature aging, constant cravings, low
energy, unexplained bloating, weakened immune system, insomnia, and weight gain.
Sugar methodically breaks down your body until it is completely vulnerable. No other
drug can usurp sugar’s dominance because it really does make everything taste better. It hooks
you before you hit puberty. If you tell someone sugar tastes good but is bad for you, he or she
will say, “Yeah, but it’s better than the alternative.” Sugar is a never-ending plague, the addiction
of all addictions, an inescapable product that sweets manufacturers and corporations love.

Our Old Bodies
- Ken Wheatcroft-Pardue
speak in syncopated rhythm.
Slow, steady,
then uptempo,
almost out of control,
until
a crescendo.
Then a slow wailing
sax caroms
through curtains
around pastel walls
as we hold
each other
close, close, close.

Out of Sync
- Emily-Sue Sloane
As you scurry about the house
preparing to start your day
I follow room to room, reading aloud poems
from a Billy Collins collection
Aware that you are only half listening,
I plow ahead intent on sharing
my new favorite poet’s work,
then surrender to the imperative of the clock
With your guitar slung over your shoulder,
blue water bottle and keys in hand, you find me
at the sink washing the breakfast dishes ̶ a task
for which you thank me ̶ with a goodbye kiss.
I am about to sit down with my second cup of coffee
I am moving at a slower pace,
contemplating my day:
chores designed to keep us in clean clothes and full cupboards
Only three weeks ago, I stepped outside the fray,
retired from the work-a-day routine,
and already see my pace has slowed
I didn’t realize it until I felt the cool breeze that followed you
out the door I locked behind you.

The Walking Man
- John Richmond
The neighborhood, for a long time, had been relatively health conscious with quite a few
people jogging and cycling; so, it came to be that almost no one paid any particular attention to a
man walking. Well, at least, not right away. He first appeared at the beginning of summer ̶ three
years ago ̶ simply walking, though intently and purposely, but, still, just walking down the
street. He was older, wore a faded baseball cap, walked with a forward-leaning sort of stoop, and
he carried a small bag in his left hand, always.
No, it wasn’t until that first summer turned to fall and then to winter, and the weather
went from pleasant to rainy and then to snowy and cold, that his habit, his behavior, came to take
root in the minds, and especially the imaginations, of the neighbors. To a person, they all attested
to having seen him on a fairly regular, but not necessarily predictable, basis. Yet, beyond
everyone having seen him traversing the cross street near where they lived, each of these same
neighbors recounted sightings in places and locales both near and far from the street that they
shared. It seemed that, somehow, this “walking man” was practically everywhere.
Naturally, this realization led to questions. The most obvious and immediate one was,
“Why?” Why was he walking every day, regardless of the weather, the temperature or the road
conditions? This question was then followed by the after-the-thought-question, “What was in the
bag that he was carrying?
It looked like a brown paper bag, rolled down at the top so as to fit easily and
comfortably in his grip. From the way it appeared and the way he was carrying it, the volume
seemed way too small to contain a snack, a lunch; so small, indeed, that most neighbors guessed
it contained a small number of belongings that were, in some way, important to him, or maybe to
someone. Somebody he lost; someone who left him or he left: a death, a disappearance, an
accident?
However, beyond these relatively “obvious” questions, there were also questions of a
deeper and more profound nature. Questions such as: who was he; where did he live; where was
home; how far away was his home; was there a home; did he have loved ones - a family; does he
carry I.D.; does he know who he is; do the cops and social services know about him; should
someone report him for his own sake?
Question after question after question, all of them unanswerable, though, over the years,
various neighbors tried to find out something, anything. At first, they approached the man, not in
an intrusive, “in your face”, sort of way, but with an air of caring and consideration. A bottle of
cold water in the summer; a cup of coffee in the winter; fresh baked cookies at any time. Of
course, there were attempts at small talk, not conversation but “starter talk”: “How are you,
today?” “Hi, my name’s Paul. I live four houses down.” And on and on.
In due time, yes, the neighbors did learn something about the man, and that was that he
was consistent ̶ consistently silent. There were no expressions whatsoever, verbal, facial,
behavioral. In fact, throughout all the failed attempts at communicating, and true to form, he
never stopped walking.
After that, the neighbors turned to a variety of more “exotic,” intriguing hypotheses. They
wondered about the pattern of streets and roads he took. Was he, in some way, tracing an
oversized overlay associated with something or things in his life, past or present? Maybe the

outline of a room or rooms of a house; the travel route of a deceased loved one; an exact distance
in miles which had a corresponding or an associated relevancy; perhaps his selection of streets,
using a first or second or last or whatever position of letters to spell out a name; a place ̶ maybe
even a message that he could “send” day after day?
The neighbors pretty much knew, almost from the start that their efforts, if not futile,
were highly speculative and probably impossible to achieve or to verify, and although some
continued to try, with each passing year the attempts became fewer and fewer until finally they
ceased altogether, leaving the man alone in his walking.
And, so, over this time, once the neighbors returned home, stepped across their thresholds
and closed their doors behind them, they were relegated to exist in a world that contained an
uncertain limbo, perhaps not unlike “the walking man,” trying to get somewhere they will never
reach, trying to understand something that is a secret and forever will be known only to “the
walking man.”

Mass Ave
- Brett Dixon
He nods off,
alone at the bus stop,
crooked cigarette clinging
to cracked, lower lip.
A synthetic euphoria
courses through his veins
and slows the earth’s rotation.
Tonight ̶
while others wait
in long shelter lines
he’ll have everything he needs
to keep warm.
Despite his best efforts,
he was never able to find
a remedy for his existence.
So in this moment,
he takes advantage
of life’s most haunting truth ̶
that all things fade
under the cold eye of the moon.
Tonight ̶
he watches
with a smile on his face,
the spark that lights what’s left
of his crooked cigarette,
burn out.
The Ave is no stranger
to moments like these.
Here ̶
between the brownstones
and in the shadows of modern medicine,
hellfire burns unimpeded,
consuming our mothers and fathers,
brothers and sisters,
our sons and daughters.
If Heaven is born of a mustard seed,
surely Hell is born of the poppy.

Pond
- John Stanizzi
1.14.19
8.27 a.m.
21 degrees
Penurious stand of saplings, their only possession three cardinals.
Oath drawn January keeps its promise, the grass hard as concrete,
noiseless dawn moments behind, the stream frozen up into the wood ̶
damaged as the surface of the moon, the pond is as still as the air.
1.16.19
8.24 a.m.
23 degrees
Palm up, its life line long and clear, the pond
opened wide and solid, offered me a place to stand,
nothingness to substance in a way that’s real, and I
dawdle here where fish will soon rise, bumping ripples onto the water.
1.22.19
2.11 p.m.
22 degrees
Polished snow pack, solid and sheer. I walk on top of the snow.
Oppilated with ice, the run-off pipe is bursting, and the birches,
notched and haggard, are leaning out over the ice, having
discarded their jewels, skittering along on the pond’s surface.
1.24.19
8.44 a.m.
51 degrees
Parted right down its middle, the pond is being battered,
outdone by the downpour banging on its surface.
Niagara in miniature, the run-off, block-solid yesterday, isn’t
draining today; it’s raging, exploding onto the melting ice with water and mud.

The Closer
- Jack Sherman
This is how it comes to pass that we hit the kid on the last sale of the day: I’m sitting in a
newly-used 2004 Buick LeSabre and talking up the gas mileage to this elderly couple, Wallace
Beeks and Mrs. Wallace Beeks — who, by the way, are impressed by 20 to the gallon, bless their
half-functioning hearts — and when I get my bad hand cooperating enough to hit the unlock, I
realize it’s jammed from the inside. That’s never happened to me before. I check it again, and
sure enough, the doors aren’t budging from here: the locks are fried. Under other circumstances
I’d just roll down the window and wrench myself out the shotgun seat fireman-style, but I can’t
fix the problem this way for two reasons, which are:
1. I am not going to crawl out of a car when I’m trying to sell it to someone, and:
2. The windows are jammed as well, so if we’re getting out of this thing, it’s either going
to be through sheer luck or the Jaws of Life.
“These seats are absolutely lovely, aren’t they?” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says to her husband,
pressing her liver-spotted knuckles down into the cream pleather chair she’s sitting so
comfortably on.
“Quality American craftsmanship,” Mr. Wallace Beeks says back to his wife, as if he had
some intimate part in the actual production of this car. He didn’t, but sure, for the sake of the
sale, maybe he did — I’ll tell him that in a heartbeat if it means he’ll sign the papers and leave
the lot, a process which Sanchez calls Crossing the Threshold. I’ll tell anyone just about anything
if it means they’ll up and Cross the Threshold.
Problem is, it’s going to be impossible for any of us to Cross the Threshold unless I find a
way to unlock the doors. I figure I’m going to have to buy some time. I give them the business
end of things while they remain none the wiser about how I’ve accidentally trapped us in a car
that, frankly, isn’t expensive enough to be anyone’s grave.
“You’ve got an eye for quality,” I say. “Those seats didn’t come stock. The car used to be
upholstered with the gaudiest low-grade textile fabric you can imagine. Looked like a Jackson
Pollock in here. No kidding. We figured the leather was much more befitting of a LeSabre.” I pat
the seat and smile. The seats aren’t real leather, of course, but don’t tell me their macular-ly
degenerated corneas can see that kind of detail. At that age, colors and textures look just as
muddled and warped as the brains examining them. “Quality indeed,” Wallace Beeks says,
hmph-ing and hmm-ing as his hands sink into the not-leather. I lay in thick on APR talk and we
discuss down payments and which way the market’s trending.
“What about when gas prices rise? What with you-know-who in office,” Wallace Beeks
says, and I can’t even begin to fathom how old folks manage to make everything vaguely
political.
“A natural concern,” I say. “Well, a car like this will make you forget you-know-who
ever got elected. And gas prices won’t mean a thing with the windows down and the breeze in
your hair.” This is a double-lie, because:
1. The windows still do not work, and
2. Wallace Beeks doesn’t really have enough hair to make the breeze go through it.
“He’s right, Wally,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says. I pick up on the nickname immediately
just like Sanchez tells us we’re supposed to in our bi-monthly Connecting To More Than The
Car seminars.
“You picked a smart wife, Wally,” I say.

“Yeah, well, she looked good on the lot, too, and look where that got us,” Wallace Beeks
says. Mrs. Wallace Beeks groans and bats him with her knuckles.
“Forget the car. Maybe I’ll just buy you,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says to me. “You’re a lot
more polite than my good-for-nothing husband.” She jostles me, and I laugh, but the thought of
being bought by Mrs. Wallace Beeks makes my insides shrivel up like a prune in a kiln.
“Oh, shove it up somewhere,” Wallace Beeks says to his wife. “You’ll need me when the
checkbook’s all whack.”
“Whack? What is whack? What are you saying?”
“You’re whack,” Wallace Beeks grumbles. “Everything’s whack.” They dissolve into an
argument about Blue Book prices. When you’re old it’s either c’est la vie or everything’s a
problem, and I can tell by the way they bicker that Wallace Beeks and Mrs. Wallace Beeks
subscribe to the everything’s a problem mantra. Fortunately, it’s this mantra that gives me time
to think about our predicament. I crop up an escape plan in my brain. I make to stretch like they
teach us in our weekly Perfunctory Deception Seminars so that everything seems calm and fine
— people trust relaxed salesmen, Sanchez says — but really, I’m doing this so I can reach my
good arm over to try and force the door.
I think to myself: brute strength, soldier. Buckle in. Nut up. Like the cavemen. Like a bar
fight. Like a rudimentary application program, punching in various algorithms until the password
reveals itself. Unfortunately, a car door is not an encrypted server or a bar fight or a caveman, so
it doesn’t budge. Sanchez would say my failure is attributed to the fact that I’m not thinking like
a Van Gogh or a Rembrandt. Car salesmen, he says, are artists, and they must solve problems in
the same way. While this might be true, I don’t see how taking the Van Gogh approach and
cutting off my ear in front of the Beeks is going to solve any problems.
“Well, maybe we should ask the professional,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says, and that’s my
cue that I’m a part of this conversation again, which is sooner than I’d like to be. “What do you
think about Blue Book prices? They’re quality, aren’t they?”
“I think,” I lie, “that Blue Book prices are always a good starting point, but there’s only
so much a book can tell you before you gotta trust those gut impulses.”
“Gut impulses,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says like she knows something about them. “Huh.”
“That’s what I’ve always said,” Wallace Beeks says.
“No you haven’t,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says. “Your gut’s all loosey-goosey anyway.”
“Leaky gut syndrome is not a laughing matter,” Wallace Beeks says. “And it has nothing
to do with my instincts. I’ll have you know it was my gut instincts that put us in this car today.”
He’s wrong, of course. But I don’t say a thing.
The real reason Wallace Beeks and Mrs. Wallace Beeks are in this car is because I made
it happen. Here’s how: I see two old croons like these on a stroll past the lot in mid-August as the
sun’s about to twice-bake them, and my mind reads SALE stamped in permanent ink on their
foreheads.
“Wouldn’t you two like to come inside for a glass of water on a day like today?” I say,
ambling up beside them.
“Why, dear, that sounds marvelous, doesn’t it?” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says.
“No,” Wallace Beeks says.
“You were just complaining about the heat, dear,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says. “Maybe this
man’s a saint in disguise.” I want to laugh because if I’m a saint then clearly God isn’t doing his
best work these days. I keep my mouth shut and gesture toward the dealership.

This is how the Beeks end up in my office with cups of Styrofoam water poured from the
springs of Fiji or wherever else sounds best. Do they need a new car? Certainly not, and Wallace
Beeks is hesitant to even hear a pitch because he’s got rheumatoid arthritis, and his stiff fingers
don’t grip the wheel that well anymore. An ordinary salesman might let a sale like this fly the
coop, but if Sanchez has taught me anything, it’s that closers own the coop and all the chickens
in it.
“We can always apply special steering wheel grips for added comfort,” I lie.
“Oh, that would be so lovely,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says. “He won’t admit it, but it would
be very nice on his hands.” Wallace Beeks grumbles something that I’m not supposed to hear.
After a moment, he caves.
“I’ll see the damn car.”
This is how Wallace Beeks ends up in my car: not by instinct, but by force — the
combined sales force of Mrs. Wallace Beeks and me.
I try the door once more. No good. In fact, it’s extra no good, because this time, my
cufflink gets caught on the inside handle. This wouldn’t be a problem for anyone with a working
arm. Unfortunately, I don’t qualify in this department: the digits on my right hand don’t listen to
me. The best I can manage is a full-arm flail, and that’s doing me zero favors in these tight, hot,
quarters. In short, I’ve pinned myself to a vehicular cross, a la Jesus Christ, and I’m melting on
it, a la Joan of Arc, and because of this my face has spread into a moist grimace that’s dripping
gold sweat.
“Is something wrong?” Mrs. Wallace Beeks leans forward from the back seat. “Did you
lose something down there in the seat?” She must have seen me struggling.
“No, no,” I say, smiling. “I think I’m just getting a little warm.”
“Oh, honey, here,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says, and goes for her car door. “Is your window
stuck? Honey, roll down the windows. He just needs some air.”
“I’m fine,” I gasp, but I fear it’s too late. The Beeks will soon discover what I’ve known
all along: that there’s no escape from this automotive relic. Sanchez would say this is
irresponsible of me; the situation I’m in here. He’s a real big fan of the phrase measure twice, cut
once, only he likes to repurpose it so that instead it says measure your options twice and for the
love of God don’t mess up even once. As far as I know, he hasn’t worked out a phrase for what
happens when you do mess up.
“Wally, dear, unlock the door so I can get him some air,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks says.
“Where’s the unlock?” Wallace Beeks says. He can’t find it. Bless the elderly and their
aversion to technology.
“Oh, don’t you worry about me,” I say. “In fact — you know what? I think we should
take her for another spin. What do you say?”
“Well,” Wallace Beeks says, smelling the odor of my pitch. “We’ve drove it already,
haven’t we?” He’s right, but if I can just figure out how to reset the locks while we’re on the
road, I might still have a shot at the sale.
“We have,” I say, “but why don’t we get another taste? Another feel of that superior
American craftsmanship that’s so sorely lacking in the current market?” Wallace Beeks looks at
me and smiles.
“You know, I know a thing or two about American craftsmanship. I fought for it, once.”
“Oh, don’t get him started on the war,” Mrs. Wallace Beeks mumbles. “He’ll get the
damn glint in his eyes.” The truth is, there’s nothing I want more than to put the glint in Wallace

Beeks’ eyes. Why? Because that’s a guaranteed SALE. Sanchez calls this: Hitting Your Mark.
When you understand a customer — when you dig down deep and discover what they’re
passionate about, what they’re emotionally invested in — that’s how you exploit the hell out of
them. Wallace Beeks is sentimentally entrenched in the prospect of war, and he desperately
wants to believe that there’s still something about his country worth fighting for. I’m here to tell
him that there is: it’s this LeSabre.
“Sounds even better the second time around,” I say as Wallace Beeks grins and puts the
car in gear. We start to roll forward, passing parked cars and making our way toward the edge of
the lot. It should be smooth pavement from here on out, but it isn’t, because it’s at this moment
that Wallace Beeks loses control of the car and runs over the kid. He looks over at Mrs. Wallace
Beeks, who looks back at me.
“What do we do?” she says.
As if I’ve got some kind of protocol for these things.
What's great about commotions is that people notice, and the first person to notice is none
other than Sanchez, who comes running over at the first sign of danger. He tears open the
shotgun door and pries me out of the LeSabre like an EMT on one of those cable network
dramas.
“How’d you get the door open?” I ask.
“Never mind the door,” he says, “call an ambulance for Chrissakes.” I think to myself, an
ambulance? Is that really necessary?
“Maybe he’s not even hurt,” I say, looking down at the kid. “What’s wrong, buster?”
“You ran over my ankle,” he says, crying. I take a closer look at him. Nothing seems
inherently wrong. He doesn’t look too beat up. In fact, he’s pretty standard issue: a skinny, twiglimbed, bowl-cut kind of youth who's sporting dusty red Nikes and a baseball cap with some
dopey blonde hair under it. Week old bruises paint his knees and there's loads of dirt under his
nails, which means he’s probably one of those outdoorsy kids who’s always breaking people’s
lawn ornaments and blaming it on the neighbors.
“Well, it doesn’t look so bad,” I say. “Maybe we don’t even need an ambulance.”
“Oh, sure,” Sanchez says. “Two tons of American-made steel rolling over a pre-teen’s
ankle, and we don’t need an ambulance. I’ll tell him to go walk it off.” Sanchez dismisses me
with a wave of his hand and starts reassuring everyone that everything’s alright.
Under normal circumstances, Sanchez would be right. No kid deserves a critical injury
for being in the crosshairs of a sale gone wrong. The thing is, these aren’t normal circumstances,
because this kid is different. This kid is a liar.
Here's how I know: I’m a liar. If there’s anything in this world that I understand, it’s how
liars operate. The second I take my eyes off the kid, I hear the crying and moaning come to a
dead stop. While Sanchez is busy fending off concerned customers and the growing media
presence, I steal a glance and notice him absentmindedly dusting his knees and picking at a scab
on his leg. He’s not hurt; he’s milking it. I try to approach him as naturally as possible, but
instead I glower over him like an alpha pack dog marking its territory.
“Hey, scamp," I say. "Is there any pain?” I tussle his hair.
“Of course there’s pain,” the kid says, withdrawing and resuming the waterworks. “Just
look at my ankle.” His ankle seems just fine. “Say you’re sorry, or else I’ll call my mom. And
she’ll get my dad involved, too,” he says. “And that’s gonna be bad for you.” He looks like a
little hornet that got stepped on. Pure venom. I can’t hold back anymore.

“Look, you little shit. I’m a really good liar, alright? I have more lying prowess in my
right arm than you do in your entire body, so cut the act.” My arm wiggles in crippled assent.
“You better not talk to me like that when my parents get here,” the kid says, baring his
teeth. His eyes well up. “You dumb idiot.”
“Look who’s talking,” I say, but then I think, oh, Christ, is this really how low I’ve sunk?
Verbally sparring with an eleven-year-old? I sigh. “Alright, where’re your folks at, kid?” The kid
shrugs and wipes away a tear.
“I don’t know.”
“Well, me either.” We exchange a glance, and for a moment I feel like I’ve awoken
something in his Mind’s Eye that says: every adult life is about making mistakes and addressing
them poorly and you will not be any different. But the moment passes quickly, if only because
it’s interrupted by the fastest moving pair of people I have ever witnessed in my life — his
parents.
“There they are,” he says, pointing a stubby finger with such blatant smugness that my
arm curls up out of sheer disgust. I kind of want to get back in the car and roll over his other
ankle and then drive a thousand miles to the sea and throw myself into it. I imagine wading into a
miasma of box jellyfish and finding nirvana in a hundred thousand tiny stingers latching onto me
all at once.
“Kenny,” Mom Kenny says as she breaks away from her husband and makes a statue of
herself up against her child, crooning and bleating and tending to his pseudo-busted ankle. “Oh,
honey, it’s alright.” Kenny’s been doing fine this whole time but now that his parents are here, he
starts the waterworks again, and his tears evoke the paternal rage of Dad Kenny, who’s digging
his eyes into my skin and clenching his fists tight.
“I’ll have you know,” Dad Kenny says, “that there will be charges pressed against you,
charges for matters of gross negligence.” He really likes using that word, charges, and
eventually Mom Kenny picks up on it too so that now I’m being bombarded by charges on both
sides.
“Hang on now, let’s see the trooper before we talk about any charges,” a heavenly angel
says from behind me, only the angel is a sleazy guy named Sanchez who smells like motor oil
and cigarettes. In a second he’s brought both the parents and Kenny under his spell, and now
everyone’s just happy that the kid is safe and nobody’s even using the word charges anymore.
It’s a miracle, and I look at Sanchez like he’s some kind of Egyptian bird-god, soaring down
through the car lot clouds on August-haze sunbeams to bring news of my innocence and a good
harvest. He turns to me and whispers in my ear.
“How’s the sale coming?”
The sale.
I turn and see Wallace Beeks clawing with his rheumatoid arthritis hands at the car door
with a wild look in his eyes and a burning desire to harm whoever trapped him in there.
“I don’t think I closed,” I say to Sanchez, Kenny, Mom Kenny and Dad Kenny. I feel like
the whole car lot is about to collapse into a cardboard set and a laugh track is about to play
before someone yells cut. Only nobody yells cut, and I’m still stuck playing me.
"Let's talk about your performance today," Sanchez says to me in his office after the news
crews and crowd have finally dispersed. “How would you rate it?”
“What type of scale are we using?” I say.
“Let’s say we’re using a five-point Likert scale,” he says. “One means, I Had an

Unacceptable Day. Five means, I Had a Magnificent Day.” A vein on his forehead moves to the
click of my Casio.
“One.”
“That’s right,” Sanchez says. “You performed at a One today.”
“Yeah, well,” I say. Sanchez looks at me and mouths: I’m waiting. “Kenny’s a liar.”
“Not this again,” Sanchez says. “Who fakes spraining an ankle?”
“An eleven-year-old with something to prove,” I say. “You saw his parents. They’re the
kind of people who go to weekly PTA meetings and say charges too much.”
“Sometimes,” Sanchez says, “I think you see what you want to see. Is that clear?” It’s a
command disguised as a question.
“I know what I saw. He stopped crying. You didn’t see it.”
“Right,” Sanchez says, playing with a pen on his desk.
“I’ll go,” I say, standing. Sanchez turns his eyes up at me, and it makes me nauseous.
“Look. Here’s the deal. I’m gonna level with you. Alright?”
“Alright.”
“I know the kid was lying. You think I don’t know that? Of course the little shit was
lying. The reason I don’t care, and the reason you shouldn’t care either, is because it doesn’t
matter.”
“Really?”
“Really.”
“Why didn’t you say anything back there? We could’ve avoided the whole thing — the
media, and everyone else.” I’m a little surprised at how bold I’m being.
“Simple,” Sanchez says. “Think about it. Who’s gonna trust our word over innocent little
Kenny’s? It’s a perfect example of Playing the Hand. You may have all the right cards in your
hand, but sometimes other people play their hand better. Kenny knew how to play his hand, and
his hand had a very specific card in it.”
“The Age Card,” I say.
“The Age Card,” Sanchez says. “You should know that. You’re a salesman, for
Chrissakes, and you couldn’t even work the Age Card on Wallace Fucking Beeks. In fact, all
I’ve learned today is that a preteen sold a lie better than you. Maybe I should call up Kenny and
see if he’d like your desk instead.”
“Oh,” I say. I look down at Sanchez’s shirt and realize he’s ironed wrinkles into it. I kind
of want to iron some into his face. “Maybe you should.”
“Kid probably has more smarts in his left nut than you do in your entire being,” he says,
and then he looks at me like he wants to hurt me some more. “On top of that, his arm doesn’t go
AWOL every time the pressure’s on.” There it is. I’m pretty sure there’s an OSHA regulation or
some HR initiative that should prevent him from saying a thing like this but the truth is, people
are going to say what they want to say about you no matter how much red tape there is to cross.
My anxiety’s making my arm twitch so I hold it down at my side and think about how I could
punch Sanchez twice as much if it worked right. “Get out of here,” Sanchez says. I stand to go.
“And I wanna talk to you tomorrow about your future, alright?”
“I’ll just get my things,” I say, because that’s Sanchez’s way of saying he wants to fire
me. I may as well collect what’s left of my dignity and scuttle home.
“Wait,” he says, “and just hang on a minute. I’m not firing you. Instead, I’m making a
Righteous Investment in you.”
“A what?”

“Last week in my Lifelong Communicative Learning Seminar for Bettering the Soul, I
talked about how sometimes in life it’s necessary to be confronted with insurmountable problems
and address them unconventionally by way of a Righteous Investment. Do you understand?”
“I understand.”
“You would understand better if you’d attended that seminar,” Sanchez says.
“If it’s alright with you, I’d like to be excused.”
“I expected as much,” he says, “considering we have our bi-annual Commission
Enhancement Seminar in,” he checks his watch, “eighteen minutes.” I wonder what Sanchez’s
scheduling book looks like. I imagine a tome the size of the Bible with sixteen trillion tabs
sticking out in all the colors of the rainbow.
“I’m sorry. I have a previous commitment,” I say.
“That’s a funny way to treat someone who gives you a second chance,” Sanchez says.
This is the way Sanchez works: he saves your life like some kind of ethereal guardian and
then he crucifies you for it.
“I promise you made the right choice,” I say. “It was a good Righteous Investment.”
“Bullshit,” he says. “You don’t believe that. Get out of here,” and with a wave of his
hand I’m a ghost floating to my desk. Only, before I go, he says: “Hey — I’m taking over the
botched Beeks sale. Make yourself scarce when they show up, alright?” I don’t grace him with a
response. Sanchez doesn’t know this, but you don’t close someone else’s sale, ever, not even if
you’re the boss. I cross the sales floor to my cubicle where I crumple into my chair like a balloon
sans helium. The sun’s just plunking under the hills outside the window.
“Bye, sun,” I say, only the sun doesn’t just recede — it vanishes. The culprit of the
blackout is none other than Wallace Beeks’ body peering into the dealership. He must be here to
see Sanchez. I stand to get him but as I’m walking a thought simmers inside of me until it
becomes an inevitable action that I must perform. I do an about-face and return to my desk where
I retrieve the bottle of Grey Goose reserved especially for closing. I gulp some down and decide
that I am tired of being driven over by guys like Sanchez who think having an office and hosting
Commission Enhancement Seminars makes them Holy Crusaders of some sort. The thing is, in
my line of work you get used and used and used until you’ve depreciated to the least valuable
thing in the whole lot, so it’s necessary to raise your own Blue Book price when you get the
chance. I get my keys and find the little ACE one that opens up the supply closet where we keep
metal folding chairs for seminars. I grab one and make my way to Sanchez’s office before
unfolding it and propping it against the knob.
“I swear to Christ,” Sanchez says when he realizes what I’ve done. He gets up and
frantically tries the door as I look down on him. “Let me out of here.”
“I’m sorry,” I say. “Looks like there’s something wrong with the locking system. I’m
sure you’ll figure it out.”
He says some words I won’t repeat, the colorful kind, and then: “Get your things. Get
your things, you’re done — you’re fired.”
“No I’m not,” I say. “You made a Righteous Investment.” If Sanchez was one of those
lizards on the National Geographic Channel, he’d probably be shooting blood at me out of his
eyes right now. I don’t care. This is my break, and I’ve got to take it, because people like me
don’t get breaks; instead we get broken our whole lives until one day someone named Sanchez
comes and crushes us under their shoe like an insect. The shoe has a special name, like a
Movement Enhancement Apparatus, but it’s really just a shoe. I make my way outside.
“Oh, God, not you,” Wallace Beeks says. He starts shuffling in the opposite direction. “I

came to see Sanchez.”
“Sanchez is in a seminar,” I say. “How can I help?”
“You can start by leaving.”
“If this is about earlier, I can explain.”
“I find that hard to believe,” Wallace Beeks says. He’s making his way toward the
sidewalk, and he’s about to Cross the Threshold, but not in the good way — not in the papershave-been-signed way. The vodka is sour on my breath, and in a moment of panic I do
something I have never done before with a client.
I tell the truth.
“Do you want to know why my arm’s this way?” I say. Wallace Beeks turns around. “I
used to be a righty, you know. Used it for all sorts of things. Baseball, drawing, you name it. It
didn’t start acting up until I signed on here.” We shuffle a bit. I search for words. “People like
my boss… make you feel so small sometimes… that you start to think you’re physically rotten.
You know? Like working toward anything in your life that’s bigger than a sale is impossible.”
Wallace Beeks doesn’t know what to say. He just clears his throat. “Why’d you come back?” I
ask.
“Sanchez was willing to make a deal on the LeSabre.” I know for a fact that if I let
Wallace Beeks in a room with Sanchez, he will not get a deal.
“Look. Sanchez is better at robbing people blind than anyone on this lot. You don’t want
his advice. Here’s the deal. For starters, the LeSabre’s gonna need the locking system looked at,
maybe even replaced. It sounds like a quick fix, but it’s gonna run up your price. Your Blue
Book numbers aren’t any good here, either — we never sell LeSabres at five, not even used.
Sanchez will tell you inflation has it going at nine and then you’ll work him down to eight and
think you’ve got a deal when really all you’ve done is pay three grand extra for a car that’s got
sixty thousand on it — not to mention tune ups, fresh tires, a new emissions test and some
buffing.”
“Hmph,” says Wallace Beeks.
“Tell you what. The car’s worth three grand, tops. I’ll give it to you for two.” Wallace
Beeks is still wary. But he shakes my hand, and maybe that’s good enough. “I’ll get the papers,”
I say, and I motion for him to come inside. I hear a crash from indoors: Sanchez has broken free
from his prison. He careens out the door and, upon seeing Wallace Beeks, composes himself in
about half a second.
“Mr. Beeks, please, excuse me for being late,” he says, fixing his hair and glaring at me.
“I’m sure you’d like to talk prices with someone other than him. In fact, why don’t we head back
to my office and work something out? I know the going rate on 2004 LeSabres is around nine,
but we might be able to shave a grand off that, maybe even a little more,” he smiles.
“I’m getting it for two,” Wallace Beeks says, and I smile at him, because for just once in
my life, I’m positive that I really did do the right thing.
Here’s the thing about the truth that will take Kenny years to learn and Sanchez a
millennium at least: it makes you feel like a closer.

The Gypsy Husband Dream
- Mark J. Mitchell
For JJ
Last night —
a blue room
with a red door.
Curtains blossom
from a sealed,
missing window.
All is hollow,
empty as
a returned bottle.
From nowhere —
Her voice: Come
see, come look, come see.
Curtains float off.
Above cool, city
fog — Impossible!
The northern lights
just dance and dance and dance.

There Is Still Hope
- James Piatt
Crushing the
Strident peal of
The grumbling
Of the passing days
Under my feet,
I realized
The sun arrives as
The moon disappears and
The earth…
Though more scarred,
Still exists every new morn,
And there is still hope.

Scattering Gordon
- John Conaway
To avoid detection we decided to do the scattering late at night. Anthony arranged for his
contact to meet us at 40 Wall Street with the keys to get us out on the decommissioned
observation deck. Mallory flew in from Cincinnati and was staying at the Plaza. The plan was for
us to meet her for drinks at the Oak Bar — one of Gordon’s favorite places — before cabbing
downtown with Gordon’s ashes.
The day had been brutally hot, and there wasn’t much improvement after the sun went
down. The city was gripped in some kind of thermal inversion and was stinking with humidity
along with all the things it normally stank with. There were thunderstorms in the forecast.
I hadn’t seen Anthony in a decade although I talked to him on the phone now and then. I
had called him to tell him that Gordon was dead. I could tell he was pissed that Mallory had
informed me before telling him and had asked for my help in carrying out Gordon’s last wishes.
It was strange that she’d called me. I’m not the one friends normally turn to for assistance
with their conundrums. If you were making a list of people to hit up for a favor, I’d be last on the
list. Nevertheless, Anthony greeted me warmly when I walked into the Oak Room.
Once you get up in years old friends can be full of surprises: They’ve gained a few
pounds, added a set of glasses, a limp, or far more grey hairs than you’d have expected. All of
the above applied to Anthony. He grimaced sliding onto the bar stool, reaching for the menu and
his bifocals simultaneously. Overall, though, he was just a greyer, fatter, and creakier version of
the same old boyish, urbane Anthony Falcone I’d known for 30 years.
Mallory, who’d taken a cab up to Gordon’s wife’s apartment on East 85th Street to pick
up Gordon’s ashes, called to say she was caught in traffic and would be late. We decided to have
a drink while we waited.
“Jesus, the prices in this place,” I said glancing at the menu.
Anthony waved dismissively. I hoped his wave meant that he was buying. I was living on
a monthly disability check and generally did my best to avoid these pretentious Manhattan
landmarks.
We each ordered a monstrously overpriced imported beer, and the bartender poured them
into glasses for us. I wondered how much of a tip a guy like that commanded just in case
Anthony wasn’t paying. “We could have gone to a bodega two blocks over and gotten the same
beers for a buck each.”
“Yes, and we could be standing on the corner right now, drinking them out of paper
bags,” he said. “Wouldn’t that be fun?”
My ex was always bitching about what a small thinker I am. She says that no matter how
low I set the bar, I still can never get over it, and that I’m always focused on the cloud and
oblivious to the silver lining. I hoped to hell Anthony was paying. That would be my silver
lining. I asked, “So, how is Linda?”
Anthony’s wife, Linda, was the daughter of a famous attorney who defended a number of
far-left radicals over the years in celebrated cases.
“She’s still doing her damnedest to keep the world safe for democracy,” he said.
She was also a lawyer. She’d had a prominent position in the Kerry campaign and now
was showing up regularly on MSNBC and CNN to decry the sins of the Bush administration.
“So what did you think when you heard that Gordon was dead?” I asked.
“I thought I’m glad it wasn’t me.”

“That’s exactly what I thought. It’s hard to feel someone else’s pain in this world.”
“Goddamned impossible.”
“I hope you’ll have at least a twinge of sorrow when you hear I’m dead.” I was about to
turn sixty-two and was divorced. One of my worries since I went out on disability and began
spending more and more time out of touch with the rest of the world was that I’d die in my Park
Slope studio and decompose before anyone found me.
“I’ll think, alas, poor Harrison. He spent too much time on this earth worrying about the
price of a beer.”
Anthony caught the bartender’s attention and pointed to our glasses. Mallory arrived
seconds later before our next round could be delivered.
.
Mal was one of those people who become more attractive as they age. She’d added a
wrinkle or two, a few streaks of grey but these concessions to age only added to her charm and
grace. We each gave her a hug, and she squeezed in between us, setting a Barney’s bag on the
floor next to her bar stool. It was just like old times — except that Gordon was in a shopping
bag.
“Is that him?” Anthony asked.
“How’s it going Gordon?” I said to the bag.
“Could be better,” Anthony ventriloquized.
“Guys, a touch of solemnity might be in order, in honor of the occasion,” Mallory said.
“We’re about to dump him off the seventieth floor of a skyscraper,” Anthony said. “Is
that the solemn occasion you’re referring to?”
Anthony flagged down the bartender, and Mallory ordered a glass of zinfandel.
We called Anthony Father Tony because of his predisposition to be of help. If you
needed a favor or a shoulder to cry on, Father Tony was there. Through connections he finagled
me a rent-controlled apartment in Park Slope. I’d always be grateful to him for that one.
Although certainly likeable, Anthony was no saint. For one thing, he’d worked for years as an
assistant to the president of one of the building trades unions; so for all of his presumed
benevolence, there was a whiff of malfeasance about him. Also, he’d stabbed me in the back
once or twice in regard to women.
I asked, “So Mal, when was the last time you talked to Gordon?”
“Years and years ago,” she said. “We exchanged Christmas cards. How about you?”
I’d looked him up on a couple of forays into the city. He was the same old Gordon,
pounding shots and beers, and chain smoking, inciting us with his right-wing trash talk. You
never knew how seriously to take him. There was something of the provocateur about him. “It’s
been a long time. I’d pretty much lost track of him,” I said. “What about you Anthony?”
“He asked me to lunch at the Harvard Club, about four or five years ago I guess,”
Anthony said. “We had a nice conversation. He seemed pretty contented with his life at the
time.”
“So, Mal if you don’t mind my asking,” I said, “how did Gordon’s ex-girlfriend get stuck
with carrying out his last wishes? Why didn’t his wife do it?”
“They were getting a divorce. She thought dumping his ashes off the top of a skyscraper
was a stupid idea and refused to do it. Gordon suggested that she call good old Mal. So here we
are.”
“Just for the record, I also think dumping his ashes off the top of a skyscraper is a stupid
idea,” I said.
“Capitalism was his religion,” Anthony said. “He revered Wall Street and all that it

stands for. The fact that the building we’re dumping him off of is right across from the Stock
Exchange had a lot of significance to Gordon.”
“So I wonder what Gordon’s thinking if he’s looking down on this solemn occasion,” I
asked.
“Actually I always thought Gordon was looking down on us even when he was still
alive,” Anthony said.
“So, what are you doing these days Anthony?” Mallory asked.
“I work for the Progressive Institute of Manhattan,” he said. “I guess you could call it a
‘Think Tank.’”
“What do you think about?”
“I think about policies we can adopt to ensure that people like our friend Harrison here
keeps receiving their government benefits.”
“A noble cause,” Mallory said.
“Not something that Gordon would have approved of,” I said.
“Oh, god, no,” Anthony said. “I’m afraid that the entire point of my existence is to
redistribute resources to least productive segments of the economy — no offense intended,
Harrison — which Gordon certainly wouldn’t have approved of. He thought our only hope was
Darwinism unleashed and the extreme culling of the gene pool.”
“No offense taken,” I said. “Here we are in Bush’s second term, and I’ve yet to be
culled.”
“Guys, don’t you think you’re being a little hard on Gordon?” Mallory asked. “He’s not
here to defend himself.”
All of us glanced at the Barney’s bag. “Technically he is here,” Anthony said.
“In body but not in spirit,” I said, “or maybe it’s the other way around.”
“Don’t you honestly think that a lot of his political nonsense was just to get your goat?”
Mallory asked.
“I’ll have to admit,” I said, “it would be more fun throwing him off a building alive.”
“I know you don’t mean that,” Mallory said.
“He didn’t mean it, Gordon,” Anthony said, patting the Barney’s bag.
Mallory and Gordon had a tempestuous relationship. They were an on again, off again
couple. Once, when they were off, she and I had a moment, groping in the dark on the couch in
her apartment with Gordon doing his best Stanley Kowalski outside in the hallway. I’d made the
mistake of telling Anthony that she’d broken up with Gordon, and before I knew what hit me,
she was dating Anthony.
“We’ll have one more and then eat,” Anthony said, signaling the bartender and pointing
at our glasses.
To be honest, all of the baroque carvings and the haute-Germanic gloom of the place
depressed me. I was even more depressed when I checked the price of a salad. “We could always
grab a cab and head down to Quinn’s for a burger,” I said looking at Anthony who glanced at
me, raised an eyebrow and sneered.
“Have whatever you want, guys,” Mallory said, “I’m buying. I really want to thank you
both for doing this. It means a lot to me and it would mean a lot to Gordon if he were….”
“If he weren’t a pile of ashes in a shopping bag,” I said.
Mallory slapped my leg. “Stop it,” she said.
Traffic was light heading downtown with many New Yorkers out of town for the long

holiday. Mallory was scrunched between us with Gordon on her lap as the cab bounced down
Broadway beneath a sky brightened more frequently by flashes of lightning. It’s strange how we
acquire friends over the years and never get rid of them. I can’t even remember how I met
Anthony. I often wonder what binds us long after whatever we had in common has disappeared.
“Hang in their old chap,” Anthony said to Gordon, “we’ll be there soon.”
Anthony’s building trades contact, Mike, met us in the lobby of 40 Wall Street. We got
off the elevator on the seventy-seventh floor and he led us into an equipment room and pointed
toward a ladder. There was a hatch door in the ceiling, like the hatch in a submarine. “It’s the
only way out on the deck,” Mike said.
“Let’s have a look,” Anthony said, starting gingerly up the ladder, wincing at the pain in
his hip.
I followed hesitantly. “Oh, wait,” Mallory said. “You might want to take Gordon with
you.”
I grabbed Gordon and started up after Anthony. “Be careful,” Mallory said.
Anthony reached the top of the ladder and pushed a lever to unlatch the door. When he
pushed it open, there was a rush of thick, wet air that almost knocked me off the ladder. “Holy
crap,” Anthony said poking his head through the door, “this is amazing.”
After Anthony disappeared through the door, all I could hear was the rush of the wind
and a clap of thunder. I climbed slowly to the top of the ladder, already feeling dizzy. The socalled observation deck was nothing more than a grated metal ledge about three feet wide at the
foot of the building’s spire, surrounded by a low railing that barely reached my thighs. The city’s
grid was partially obscured by thickening clouds.
Tugged at by the wind, I tried not to look down into the glowing void. Shaking, dizzy and
not eager to put my weight on the flimsy railing I reached for a handhold on the building side to
get my balance until I could crawl back through the door and down the ladder. I slowly moved
my head first to the left and then the right looking for Anthony. I was so frozen with fear that my
head would barely move but I did manage to move my eyes. The building’s spire was sloped
inward so that I could lean back against it away from the railing. Then I heard Anthony say,
“Harrison, what are you doing?”
The ledge was curved, and he came into view from my left. He’d apparently been
walking around the spire admiring the view. “My, god, it’s beautiful up here,” he said. “Isn’t it
about time we carried out Gordon’s last wishes. There’s a storm coming.”
Right on cue lightning flashed.
“To hell with Gordon,” I said.
“So, what’s going on Harrison?”
“I’m scared. What are we doing up here?”
“Watch this,” Anthony said leaning against the railing with a demented look on his face.
He held out his arm, and streaks of lightening over Staten Island seemed to issue from his
fingertips. “I’m Prometheus,” Anthony proclaimed.
“Sit down,” I said reaching for his hand. “You’re making me nervous.”
“We’re alive,” Anthony said stretching his arms toward the sky in a kind of demented
Victor Frankenstein salute. It was funny but I was too scared to laugh.
Anthony slid down beside me on the ledge. He pulled a silver flask out of his coat pocket.
“Gordon gave me this when I married Linda,” he said. “It was the one he had at Choate. I
thought I’d bring it along so that we could give him a farewell toast.”
Anthony took a swig and passed it to me. “He didn’t give me anything when I married

Joan,” I said.
“You didn’t invite him to your wedding.”
True I didn’t. We had our wedding at city hall. We didn’t invite anyone. “To be perfectly
honest I’m not even sure I liked the guy.”
“His politics were troubling,” Anthony said, “We can only hope that he wasn’t serious.
What do you say we take care of Gordon’s ashes before the storm gets here?”
“My life is such a mess,” I said.
“You have a good life,” Anthony said. “You’re getting a government check; you have a
rent-controlled apartment. Believe me things could be worse.”
“I worked in a deli. I buttered bagels; sliced meats and cheeses. I did the same thing day
in and day out for fifteen years until my wrists gave out. Do you know what my biggest fear is?”
“What?”
“I’ll die in my apartment and decompose before they find me.”
“There’s no need to worry,” Anthony said. “I’ll have my secretary call you every
morning. If you don’t answer, we’ll call the police and have them check your apartment.”
“Give it a week before you call the police,” I said.
“If we do find you dead, what kind of service would you like? Do you want your ashes
dumped off a building, or the Brooklyn Bridge maybe? I’ve known you all these years and don’t
even know what religion you are.”
“I’m not having a service.”
“No service?”
“Who would show up to my service?”
“I promise that I’ll show up.”
“Having a service for one person seems like a waste of money,” I said.
“You can’t take it with you, Harrison.”
“Do you know how many cars there will be in my funeral procession? Take a guess.”
“I don’t know — how many?”
“Not a single car. Everyone who sees the hearse by itself will say ‘who is that poor,
unpopular prick.’”
“I can take care of that,” Anthony said. “I’ll see to it that the whole building trades union
turns out for your funeral. The procession will be five miles long. We’ll block the Long Island
Expressway for hours. It’ll be bigger than if Bloomberg died.”
“You could do that?” I asked.
“I have a lot of favors out.” Anthony said. “I can make it happen.”
He handed me the flask. The worst of the storm seemed to have passed south of the City.
There were flashes of lightening over Staten Island. The clouds had begun to thin, and more and
more of the grid to the south was becoming visible. The Verrazano Bridge had come into view. I
handed the flask back to Anthony. “Let’s make a toast,” he said, “to our old friend Gordon
whose politics were gruesome but whose companionship I cherished on those many nights at
Quinn’s. May he rest in peace.”
“He was one of the biggest pricks of all time,” I said, saluting the clearing sky with
Gordon’s Choate flask, “but I enjoyed arguing with the asshole.”
“Why don’t we each take a few handfuls out of the bag and toss them over the railing,”
Anthony suggested. “Here, let me help you up.”
I was just drunk enough to entertain the idea but when I stood up with Anthony’s
assistance, I was dizzy and stumbled toward the railing. For one terrifying instant I thought was

going over. In trying to break my fall, I dropped the Barney’s bag over the edge into the void.
“There he goes,” Anthony said, leaning over the railing watching the bag tumble out of
sight.
“Sorry, Gordon,” I said to no one in particular.
“We won’t tell Mallory that we botched it,” Anthony said.
“Of course not.”
That’s the thing about Anthony; he’d lie through his teeth to you but his lies were well
intentioned. He had a way of making you feel better about yourself. That’s why people liked
him. That’s why I still liked him after all the times he screwed me over.
Of course, his secretary wouldn’t call me every morning. She might call me for a couple
of days but then she’d get busy and forget the whole thing. The Building Trades Union wouldn’t
turn out for my funeral. Anthony probably wouldn’t even know that I’d died until months after it
happened.
Our worst fears seldom come true. I knew that more than likely I’d die a normal death
and that my sister, after a small private ceremony — just my sister, brother in law, and a couple
cousins — would have me interred in the family plot on Long Island. I imagined Anthony
stumbling onto my obituary months later on the Internet and calling Linda. “Hey, do you
remember that guy, Harrison?”
“Vaguely,” she’d say. “What about him?”
“He died.”
And then, perhaps, Linda would say: “Listen, I need you to stop at Zabar’s on your way
to the subway and pick up some Jarlsberg Swiss. I thought we’d have grilled cheese sandwiches
for supper.”
Then Anthony would ask, “Do we have any beer left over from the party?”
“We’ve got a refrigerator full,” Linda would say.
And, finally, Anthony would say: “The weather’s been so stinking hot. I could use a cold
one.”
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(2016), as well as 1,000 poems. His fourth collection of poetry will be released this year.

John Richmond has “wandered” parts of North America for a good portion of his life. Along
the way, he has not only seen a good number of things but he has also lived with an equally good
number of people. For the most part, these people were females, but one male roommate does
stand out above the rest because the rural area in which they shared a run-down ante-bellum
house was set in a violent countryside which, alas, necessitated sleeping with a loaded pistol.
More recently John has sequestered himself in his basement office where he divides his time
between writing and discussing the state of the world with his coonhound buddy Roma.
Also recently, John Richmond has appeared in The Tower Journal, Stone Path Review, Meat for
Tea: The Valley Review, Rogue Particles Magazine, From the Depths, Flash Frontier (N. Z.),
The Birmingham Arts Journal, and other literary journals.
Ray Scanlon, Massachusetts boy. Has grandchildren. Extraordinarily lucky. No MFA. No novel.
No extrovert. His work has been published in Stymie, Camroc Press Review, Prick of the
Spindle, Short, Fast, and Deadly, and elsewhere. On the web: http://read.oldmanscanlon.com/.
Claire Scott is an award-winning poet who has been nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize
(2013 and 2014). She was a semi-finalist for both the 2014 Pangaea Prize and the 2014 Atlantis
Award. Her first book of poetry, Waiting to be Called, was recently published by IF SF
Publishing. Claire is a psychotherapist with a private practice in Berkeley, CA. She lives with
her husband in Oakland, CA and has two children, two children by marriage and five
grandchildren. All of which keep her wonderfully busy!

Jack Sherman is a writer, musician, actor, advertising copywriter, X-Files aficionado and black
coffee enthusiast based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. While his first love will always be writing, he
also enjoys playing guitar, singing and performing onstage. On nights and weekends, Jack
moonlights as the front man of the four-piece alternative rock band The Keystones. A recent
college graduate of Carroll University, Jack is thankful for his parents, siblings and friends, who
have taught him how to be both a better writer and a better person. Previous publications include
pieces in Five on the Fifth and Portage, and future publications include The New Yorker and The
Paris Review (if you couldn't tell, he's a bit of a dreamer...). He thanks you for reading -- a
woefully rare hobby these days -- and hopes you enjoy The Closer.
Emily-Sue Sloane lives on Long Island, New York, where beautiful natural landscapes offset
crowded roadways and far-too-abundant stores, if you just know where to look. She recently
retired from a career in business magazine and scientific journal publishing, affording her the
time to revive her long dormant writing practice. She does yoga, walks three to four miles a day,
reads voraciously and is always ready to travel, whether to discover new places or revisit familiar
favorites. She is her singer/songwriter wife’s biggest champion and reliable roadie. Writing
poetry helps Emily-Sue to observe and think more clearly and to frame her personal experience
— and personal truths — within a more universal, sometimes humorous, context. Her poems
have appeared in Medicinal Purposes, Literary Review of the Performance Poets Association
and Creations magazine.
John L. Stanizzi is author of the full-length collections: Ecstasy Among Ghosts, Sleepwalking,
Dance Against the Wall, After the Bell, Hallelujah Time!, High Tide – Ebb Tide, Four Bits –
Fifty 50-Word Pieces, and Chants. His poems have appeared in Prairie Schooner, American
Life in Poetry, The New York Quarterly, and many others. He has read at venues all over New
England, including the Mystic Arts Café, and the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival. Stanizzi
coordinated the Fresh Voices Poetry Competition for Young Poets at Hill-Stead Museum,
Farmington, CT, and is a teaching artist for the national recitation contest, Poetry Out
Loud. John’s newest collection, Sundowning, will be out later this year with Main Street
Mag. A former New England Poet of the Year, Stanizzi teaches literature at Manchester
Community College in Manchester, CT and he lives with his wife, Carol, in Coventry.
Lois Greene Stone, writer and poet, has been syndicated worldwide. Poetry and personal essays
have been included in hard and softcover anthologies. Collections of her personal items/ photos/
memorabilia are in major museums including twelve different divisions of The Smithsonian.
Russell Streur, a native of Chicago, abandoned northern winters and moved to warmer climes at
the turn of the century after being hit on the head by a rock thrown by an insistent Muse. Now
sixty-five, he lives in Johns Creek, Georgia, and continues to work, analyzing American health
care data to identify patterns of fraud, waste and abuse in billings submitted by hospital, clinics,
doctors and other medical professionals. The father of two grown sons, Streur enjoys 1950’s
jazz, baseball on the radio and the sounds of city streets. He has spent an afternoon or two in bars
along the way and is the editor of the eco-poetical journal Plum Tree Tavern
(http://theplumtreetavern.blogspot.com/ ). Streur’s poetry and photography have been widely

published on line and in print, and he is an active member of several arts groups in the Atlanta
area.

Submission Guidelines
We publish thoughtful, provocative fiction, poetry, essays and visual arts.
Submissions are accepted year-round.
∙ If accepted, submissions may appear in any quarterly issue.
∙ Biographical information will be requested for accepted submissions.
∙ If your submission was previously published, please cite the reference.
∙ Simultaneous submissions should be accompanied by a statement stating so.
∙ If your work is accepted elsewhere prior to our evaluation, please notify us.
∙ No erotica or works which rely on explicit language or gratuitous violence.
∙ All work must be original and in English.
∙ Fiction and essays can be up to 5000 words.
∙ No novel excerpts
∙ No memoirs
∙ No genre fiction; e.g., horror, science fiction, mysteries
∙ Fiction should deal with critical, universal aspects of human behavior.
∙ Essays can be on any topic but must express a reasoned opinion.
∙ Poems should have strong images and concise, evocative language.
∙ Visual arts which elicit the comment, "How interesting!" are desired.
∙ Submit visual arts as .jpg files; do not send .tif or .bmp files.
∙ Accepted visual arts may be reduced to fit the available space.
∙ Prose and poetry may be accompanied by one or more relevant photos.
∙ Mac users, please be sure that your files are readable by Windows 10.
∙ This magazine does not currently pay upon publication.
Accepted material will be edited. If changes are deemed significant, the contributor will be
notified and given an opportunity to accept the changes or request that the piece be withdrawn
from publication.
Send submissions to gphillips938@comcast,net Send 1 prose piece, 1-5 poems, or 1-4 photos at
a time. For prose or poetry, type or paste your submission into the body of the email message.
We will not open any unsolicited print attachments. Photos, however, should be sent as
attachments. Include your name and e-mail address.
Please expect to wait up to one month for a reply. Occasionally, with email, there are technical
difficulties. We cannot be responsible for delay or loss of submissions. To check on the status of
your submission after one month has passed, please send a message to
gphillips938@comcast.net.

By submitting your work to Front Porch Review, you grant us the right to archive your work
online for an indefinite period of time. You retain all other rights. Once the issue featuring your
work has been published, you are free to republish your work as you wish, online and/or in print.
You are also welcome to create a link to Front Porch Review from your personal Website.

